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Game called at 2 o'clock p. m.
failed to gain around left end and
Referee,
Thompson Dalton punted It to the Navy 53 yard
Georgetown; umpire. Sharp, Yale; line. Keys punted back to Rhodes
field Judge, Marshall, Harvard; line on the 25 yard line and Dalton punted
to midfield. Keys tried the Navy Un
man, Smith, Pennsylvania.
The First Period.
for gain but the Navy was penalised
The Navy won the toss and selected 15 yards for holding. With the ball
the west goal with the wind at its on Navy 40 yard line. Keys went
back, giving) the Army the kick off through for 8 yards. Keys tried a
A
At 2:11 the Army kicked to Navy's field goal, but the kick was 25 yards
30 yard line and MeReavy took the short.
Dalton raised his hands for a
punt. He was downed without gain. free kick and punted to Keys on the BOTH FACTIONS IN CHINA ARE WOMAN ON TRIAL FOR MURDER
The Navy failed to gain and Dalton Amy 40 yard line. Keys ran the ball
OF HER HUSBAND MADE UNNEW
UN8ATI8FIED WITH
punted to the Army's 35 yard line. On back through Navy for 32 yards o
PREMIER'S POLICY
TRUTHFUL STATEMENT
the first play Browne of the Cadets the Navy's 38 yard line. A fake kick
for no gain. ' On the western shift broke through the Navy line for 15 lost the Army five yards. Ralston took
Philbin gained a yard and then Yale yards. Another plunge put the ball Brown's place at Navy's left tackle.
A
LETTER
line and five On an exchange of punts it was the MANCHUS DO NOT TRUST HIM DENIED WRITING
BATTLE OF FOOTBALL GIANTS WITNESSED
tried a forward pass, but failed. Yale on the Army 50
were
more
on
added
43
ball
own
their
Keys
by
yards
Army's
yard
till had the ball. Camp received the
the Navy right end. Failing line when the third period ended.
NEITHER DO THE MODERATES, WHEN CONFRONTED WITH THE
AND CAMBRIDGE ball on a poor kick and hurled it around
BY CROWDS IN PHILADELPHIA
to make a further gain, Keys at once
No Score In Fourth.
There was scramble but the ball went
WHO ARE NOT 8LOW IN MAKEPISTLE SHE ADMITS SHE
to Rhodes, who was downed
The fourth period was marked by
lo Harvard on her own
line. punted
ING DENUNCIATIONS
IS ITS AUTHOR
on the Navy 40 yard line. Captain a struggle such as seldom has been
Score end second period:
Yale 0
to the Ffen in former meetings of the rivals.
immediately
punted
palton
Harvard 0.
Army 35 yard line. A penalty gave Dalton made frequent gains for tha HE HAS PROLONGED THE
ANNAPOLIS-WES- T
POINT GAME WAS THE SOCIETY EVENT OF
Harvard kicked off to Yale's
WAR IT RELATED TO HER HUSBAND
the Army 15 yards and it was their Middies. There was no more scoring.
line, where the ball went out of ball on their own 50 yard line.
THE DAY IN THE CITY OF BROTHERLY LOVE.
however, the flnal result being 3 to 0
bounds. Yale tried a long forward
Another penalty gave the ball to in favor of the Navy.
IT IS THE GENERAL BELIEF THAT THE MISSIVE WA8
ADDRESSED
pass with Avery 20 yards away on the Navy in midfield and Dalton again
REBELLION WOULD HAVE
THE
TO
MOTHER
PATTERSON'S
the other side of the field and as the kicked out Jbf bound; Ibehind the
HIM
FOR
BUT
ENDED
AND
CONTAINED
THREAT
ball fell it was taken back to the
Army goal. Keys punted to the Army ELKS PREPARING FOR
TIMELY PLACE KICK WON FOR BRAVE SAILORS yard line and the
38 yard line. Here the Navy was pen
play repeated.
Yuan
Camp kicked to Reynolds, who fum alized 15 jards for holding and DalNov. 25. Premier
Denver, Nov. 25. Prosecutor BenMEMORIAL SUNDAY ShiPeking,
bled and Yale got the ball on their ton kicked to Army's 20 yard line
Kai's position is becoming more son compelled Mrs. Gertrude Gibson
own
line. Camp punted high and the punt was returned to mid- intolerable daily. Neither the Man- - Patterson on trial for the alleged murHarvard Showed Unusual Strength and, at Times, Came Danger- to Ihe Harvard backfield, where the field by Keys, MeReavy made five
nor the Chinese trust him and der of her husband, to reverse a play
chus
JUDGE J. C. GAVIN OF DENVER
ball was fumbled on Yale's
yards through the Army's left tackle
are becoming more
of Today's Games
Result
Manchus
the
Line
Goal
Yale
which she made yesterday when th
Near
the
WILL GIVE PRINCIPAL AD
ously
line.
Howe dropped back to Yale's and then Dalton punted on the Army's
The moderates do not hesi- cross examination of the defendant
IN
DRESS
HOUSE
OPERA
Leaves Princeton in Undisputed Possession of
line for a field goal. The ball 25 yard line. On a subsequent punt
tate to say that if Yuan had remain was resumed in Judge Allen's court
and was given to Harvard on MeReavy fumbled and it was the
missed
at Chang Te Fu the court would today. The defendant admitted writed
tne Eastern Championship.
As
is their annual custom, the Elks,
Keys made
their
line. On a double pass Army's ball In midfield.
now be at jehol and the rebellion ing a letter, although she denied tae
tn every city and town in which a
Reynolds was thrown back, losing 13 yards before he was stopped by
of that great order is located. ended. Many Chinese believe that fact yesterday.
lodge
on
Dalton
the
left
end
fumon
the first down. Yale
Navy's
four yards. Wendell made six yards
Four teams, representing the cream kicked
The letter declared that if the elder
will
to mind on Sunday Decem- while Yuan is reassuring foreigners
call
MacDonald made five yards through
of football brain and brawn, battled bled and it was Harvard's ball on and Harvard kicked to Yale's
with a view to obtaining a loau and Mrs. Patterson would not pay her
3,
ber
the
memories
their
center
of
and
dashed
the
departed
Keys
through
line. Potter went in line. There was a fair catch. Rushes
today and when the flnal whistle was Yale's
Las Vegas Ixdge No. 408 placating the moderates with prerend- son's hospital bills she could send
to the Navy's 25 brothers.
blown the scores showed the Blue of for Gardner at Harvard's quarter. On by Spalding and Philbin gave Yale a Navy's right side
is
ed
in
he
reality him to Dunning, an institution mainpacific measures,
yard line. Here Hyatt fumbled but has planned to make the observance
Yale and the Crimson of Harvard un- the first down Wendell could not first down on Harvard's
line.
rebel- tained by Cook county, in which the
the
on
intent
sternly
crushing
tarnished by the enemas attacks, gain. Potter tried for a forward pass Short rushes by Yale gave Harvard recovered the ball and a moment of Memorial Sunday the most impres- lion with force.
city of Chicago la situate, and to
15
later
the
hold
in
sive
lost
the
for
the
Army
history of
organizayards
while the Navy cherished a meager and the ball was caught by Spald- the ball on their own
line
The continued trouble at Hankow which among other patients, ImpoverThe
was
and
D. W.
the
tion.
A
it
ing.
committee
of
Army
punted
over
the
composed
hard-fougand
victory
Wendell almost eluded Yale's foring. It was Yale's ball on her
and near Nanking Is taken us lending ished consumptives are consigned br
lrmv The Scores: Yale, 0; Har line. Camp kicked out of bounds at ward, but was hurled back, losing Navy's ball on their 25 yard line when Condon, Dr. J. D. Hess and F. M. color to this
belief. The imperialists, court order.
the
first
ended.
been
period
has
to
0.
Lyon
make
The
all
appointed
Navy Yale's
vard, 0; Navy, 3; Army,
line but there was bad three yards. Felton punted to Howe
on Hankow that lastan
after
attack
The
Second
Period.
Yesterday, when asked if she had
arrangements. The services will be
scored her victory by a place hick arm work by the Yale forwards and on Yale's
line and Yale ran
ed 36 hours, were repulsed
last
In tl:- - held in the Duncan
such a letter, the prisoner anWood's
took
written
Gilespie
score
3
place
tie
The
house
at
opera
in the second quarter.
Yale was penalized 15 yards. Loree It back 17 yards.
Philbin
drove
across
back
the
Dalton
driven
a denial. When the letwith
and
swered
kicked
Thursday
to,
PrinceArmy lineup.
Hyatt o'clock and the public is invited to be
of Yale and Harvard leaves
took Francis place at left guard. through center for five varda and who was downed on
was
loss.
with
river
shown
45
Han
her today she reversed
the
great
ter
Navy's
ehampionEastern
beauThe
the
will
to
be
program
present
ton'" claim
Score, end first period: Yale 0 Har - Camp punted to Harvard's
of Ui Savy tified
yard line wfaer
Falls
'
'
Oon
her reply.
Fart
Important
'
Mrs.
musical
features.
by
stifp' undisputed.
0.
on
line
vard
the third down. Reynolds ran wa Bnrt. When
w
"Yon said yesterday that you did
Nanking, Nov. 28. The revolution
rejM.mJ Charles Kofan will hare charge of the
The line up at the beginning of the
half way across the field on a fair Keys went fhro.ifflT Tiiry
The Second Period
music. Judge J. C. Gavin of Denver, ary forces today captured Tiger Hill not write Jt, did you not?" asked Progame:
Galleur took Paul's place at tackle kick tor a loss of five yards. Wendell five yards and then punted to Navy formerly of Las Vegas and a past fort, outside the walls of tlw city and secutor Benson.
are
Position
Harvard
Then Felton 18 yard mark. Dalton immediately exalted ruler of the local
for Yale. Play was resumed with the regained five yards.
"Did I say anything like that?" Mrs.
lodge, will which commands the city and river.
Avery
L. e
Smith
line. Rushes returned the punt and Hyatt claimed deliver tbe memorial address.
A Patterson
line. Pot- kicked to Yale's
were
ball on Harvard's
taken.
Several
countered, with dilated
big
guns
Judge
Scully
L. T
a free catch on the Navy's 45 yard
Hitchcock
of imperialists have joined eyes.
missed a field goal by half a by Camp put the ball on Yale's
ter
number
known
as
Gavin
an
is
excellent
speak
Francis
L O
line and then Yale kicked lo line. Keys was again given the ball er and his remarks will
Leslie
"Yes."
Yale got the ball to her
be of interest the rebellion.
Ketcham yard.
went
and
C
team
the
for
Harvard's
Navy
through
line.
a
Parmenter
35yard
There Wltfi
"I didn't, remember that letter,
line. On a western shift Hitch
to
who
are
those
as
not
Elks
as
well
McDevltt
13 yards.
r. G
then."
BIG STRIKE AVERTED.
FSsher (Capt)
cock broke through and threw Spald mlxup and it was Harvard's ball, ir
MacDonald placed the ball on the members of the order. The ladies of
Pul
T
the
center
of
field.
Nov. 25.' Executives of
the
After two
"You didn't know I had it, then,"
Storer
. .
Chicago,
for a loss. Camp, on a fake kick
1
Las
are
ing
invited
Vegas
especially
by
25 yard line.
An attempt to
Bomeister
r. E
the International unions of shopmen replied Mr. Benson, with a grim
Felton
a yard and kicked on the next short rushes, Harvard kicked and it Navy's
to
memothe
Elks
at
he
gained
the
present
Howe (Capt)
Q. B.
line. again buck the .line failed and Kejs rial services.
Gardner
employed by the Rock Island road to- smile.
down. The ball went out of bounds ws Yale's ball on their
fen unsuccessful
field goal
essayed
Camp on
H
L.
took
. . .
Gallauer's
to
Perry
went
day accepted the road's wage and laplace.
line and
Taking up the purchase of a trunk
Yale's
Campbell
from the 35 yard line. The Navy
Spalding. Harvard.
r. H
bor schedules, thus ending talk of a by Mrs. Patterson, on which she had
Camp kicked to Reynolds on Yale's
Wendell
kicked out to midfield, where the
Philbin
strike which would have affected 6,000 caused to be imprinted the Initials
line.
p B
Harvard uncovered a
ZAPATA DADLY REATEN
Huntington
kicked and the Blue recoverPotter
got the ball and Keys punted to
Army
m.
men.
"G. G.." Mr. Benson inquired why
forward
and
scored
pass
its
first
Game called at 2 o'clock p.
line. Oi i
ed the ball on Its
the Navy's 15 yard line. The Army
she had not used her initials as a
OTncials: Referee, W. 8. Langford, double pass Camp made a yard and down with the ball on Yale's
the ball on the Navy's 40 yard
BY FEDERAL TROOPS
married woman.
line. On the second down there was got
L.
Fultz,
David
umpire,
line. Keys went around the Navy'j
then came another western shift, with
Trinity;
THOUGH BREATHING,
"Because I was expecting to secure
hoIdln
h' Harvard and a :oss" of 15 left side
for six yards.
Brown; field judge, William Morye, Camp carrying the ball, but Harvard
a
divorce and resume my maiden
B.
J.
Crimson.
the
Reynolds ran
On a fake right wing shift the HIS ARMY OF EIGHT HUNDRED IS
broke it up. Camp kicked to the yards by
Pennsylvania; head linesman,
was the reply, somewhat dename,"
15
16 yards and then then? va3
,t
back
of
game,
time
IS PLACED IN GRAVE fiantly.
center of the field and while CampArmy punted to the Navy's 20 yard
Pendleton, Bowdoin;
REPULSED BY A MUCH INa forward pass by Harvard.
The ball line and Dalton punted. The Army rebell was making a run back he fell
minute periods.
FERIOR FORCE
"What, you did this at the time
went to Harvard again on Va'.o s ?fc turned the kick. The
The First Period
Navy lost five
after making ten yards. It was Harwere writing endearing letters to
jyou
line. jard line. The play for the third pe- yards and then lost 15 more for hold
Mexico City, Nov. 25. Eight hun- BUT NO CRIME WAS COMMITTED, your husbands telling him to take
Smith started the game uy kicking vard's ball on Yale's
riod
ended
with
the ball in Yale'3 ing. The Navy got the ball on her
HE WAS PUT TO SLEEP BY
care of his health; that you were
dred Zapatistas led by General Zapout of bounds on Yale's 30 .yard line. Reynolds took Campbell's place at !Kssession on
their own
line. own 40 yard line.
nine:
a
Nicholls
made
A HYPNOTIST.
made
a
On
for
Harvard.
half
left
back
down
Camp
450
have
ata
been
defeated
On the first
about
coming to him within a month, and
hy
Score:
Yale 0; Harvard 0.
ena on pass Reynolds made six yards and
pretty run. Navy made five yards federals under Garcia
Harvard's
right
around
Sandeclaring that you must never be
at
Aragon
yards
The Fourth Period
on added three
through center and MeReavy went ta
As a demonstration of the wonder- separated again not even a night,
yards more. Yale was
fake kick. Camp Kicneu
an
Six
battle.
after
all
a
Ana,
day
Substitutes went in in droves for through to the West Point 25 yard
a man was from your
-- ct
down and the ball got then jenalized five yards for offside
of the enemy were killed, in- ful power of hypnotism
the last period. Camp kicked out of line. A Navy man dropped to the
back
this afInfluence"
under
"the
Harvard
on
was
ball
Yale's
Harvard's
It
placed
the
"Yes," she answered, still defiantly.
play.
wv from
cluding Jesus Morales, a leader who
trunds on Yale's
4 o'clock, in a wooden box
line, where ground on the 30 yard mark and
Harvard's
on
ternoon
at
line.
ball
Yale's
was
Held. It
the ball went to Harvarl There was Dalton kicked a beautiful goal from had made much trouble for the gov and buried alive at the corner of
Harvard lost five yards for off side
line. Spalding made four
ernment, and many others were
He will be DEATH
Main and Sixth street.
On a wing playing.
Potter tried a forward pass olcing hy Harvard and the ball went placement.
INTERRUPTS
Aragon
yards through center. more Howe
back to Yale's
Hodge took Cook's place for the wounded. Zapata escaped.
line.
Smith
this mysterious sleep
20from
awakened
on
to
tour
Yale
went
the
ball
but
the
made
Philbin
killed
wounded.
one
five
and
lost
shift
to
The
kicked
was
Army.
Army
Navy's
injured. The ball was Harvard'
Monday night at the opening pertried for a goal from the field. Tere yanj line. Philbin then went through on Yale's
line. Harvard tried 25 yard line. Failing to gain. Dalton
M'NAMARA TRIAL
went
of the Randolph company
ball
formance
35
the
and
ran
center
and
Harvard's
yards,
pass
IN
LINE.
was a poor
CARPENTERS GET
i. forward pass but Hj.ve caught the kicked. The ball was partially block
The
fumble.
Duncan
the
at
in
midfield.
opera
of
hypnotists
wa8 thrown by Potter
to Harvard on Howe's
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 25. Because the
ed, Army fumbled and the ball went
line, philbin could not gain, and then came ball and it was Yale'p on their
Tbe grave is four feet deep
of the American house.
convention
25
present
on
to
own
line.
the
its
play was on Harvard's
Navy
yard
line.
Freeman to.it Spalrlings
casket is of wood. Pipes BROTHER OF JUROR J. B. SEXTON
and
the
has
the
of
Federation
Labor
Wendell made two yards and Yale 8tiu another western shift. Philbin
granted
punted to midfield.
Keys
e. Howe kicked out of bo.inds on Dayton
DIES AND COURT ADJOURNS
plat
in
the
a
were
interference
and
Yale
five
made
made
for
placed at the head and foot
yards
lost five yards
made no gain and the Army punted United Brotherhood of Carpenters
UNTIL MONDAY.
Yale's
line.
tried
)
Reynolds
center. Felton kicked to the center ciever attempt at short on side kick- Yale's left
to the Navy's 25 yard line, where the everything it has asked in the matter through which air may circulate.
end for no gain. Harvard
run
no
was
between
time
The
corn
putting
elapsing
of
ing.
pulsorf amalgamations, this
of the field of there
Los Angeles, Nov. 2& Death, which
was forced to kick and it was Yale's second period ended.
organization, with a membership of the man to sleep and awakening him has hovered over the progress of th
Score: Navy, 3; Army, 0.
The ball went to Harvard on her ball on their own
hack. The rushes netted Yale but
line.
Camp-helThere
l
is
to
to
house
the
at
the Monday night
opera
200,000 today agreed
line. Potter kicked to
own
The Third Period.
two yards and Camp kicked
McNamara murder trial, struck today..
was holding in the Harvard line and
line.
on Harvard's
When the Army lined up, Wood was building trades department and abide 60 hours.
line and then it was
Camp on Yale's
Charles Sexton, brother of Juror J. B.
Yale's
on
ball
own
their
Though wonderful this may seem, Sexton, died after an extended ill
v
back at left end, replacing Gilespie, by its decisions.
Five yards' were made on the run Yale tried a forward pass. It dropline.
similar demonstrations of psychic
and Cook took Hodge's place for the
ness, at 7 o'clock and Judge Bordwell
back. It was Harvard's hall on their ped on the ground and Yale still reThe struggle was that of Titans but
power even more mysterious will be adjourned court until Monday morn
The. Army kicked off and
Army.
line. A Yale penalty of 10 tained the ball. Camp punted to neither side
gained appreciable ad- Brown ran the ball back to Navy's
performed during the appearance of ing. It was stipulated that Sexton
yards for holding and a plunge by Reynolds, who was thrown back Tor vantage and the game ended with a 40
60
a
Dalton
made
this company at the theater in Las could go home at any time he wished
line.
on
yard
Harvard's a loss of six yards. Both sides tried
yard
Wendell placed the ball
score, of 0 to 0.
returned
The
Vegas. This same attraction appeal with permission of the court. To
punt.
instantly
Army
outside
kickon-kicked
Felton
for
down
then
and
line.
rushing
ed in Las Vegas two years ago and Juror P. D. Green was granted the
it and Redman ran the ball back 15
line. On a wing ing, the ball fluctuating between the
on Yale's
The Army and
teams came on yards to the Army's 40 yard line. Dalpleased great numbers of people who same privilege.
Green's wife is.
shift Spalding lost five yards and 40yard lines. Bomeister dislocated the field within Navy
a
few
moments of ton made five yards through the
went to witness the performances. gravely ill.
to
kicked
took
Sheldon
arm
his
and
Camp
h's
right
Camp immediately
2 o'clock and the noise Army's left tackle.
Dalton punted o
This year, added to the attractions of
line. Five place. It vi as Yale's ball on their ov n each other at
,bell on Harvard's
line. Keys re13
The
teams
the
lined
as
began.
he
will
yard
Army's
up
the former performances,
back
'run
in
a
the
On
line.
were
beautiful
wins;
gained
NEW PASTOR CALLED.
yards
it. The Navy backs failed to
turned
as
seances.
Real
such
spirit
spirits
and the ball was in the center of the sbift. Howe made it a first down on Army.
Last
the Sunday school
At
5.
first
half:
Chicago,
and
Chicago,
the
it
ball
the
Position.
touch
Army
got
Navy
one is apt to meet any night prowl- teachers evening
line. Avery was in- - Wood
of
field in Harvard's possession. A fake Yale's
the
First
0.
Baptist church,
MacDonald
35
Wisconsin,
L. E
Hamilton on its own
yard lines.
ing around a graveyard, will appear in company with some of the leading
kick and run by Campbell and a quar- jured. With about two minutes re- - Devore
Minnesohalf:
At
first
15
center
L.
Champagne,
T
lor
Brown
Navy
went;
through
at the Duncan Monday evening nnd members of the
terback kick by Gardner netted sev- malning in the second period, Yale Arnold
congregation, met at
ta, 5; Illinois, 0.
L. G
,
Wakeman yards to the Army's 50 yard line.
the night following, and it is said that the home of Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Crimson.
the
for
on
ball
the
had
but
its
en yards
line,
At
20
first
Nebraska,
Lincoln,
made
formation
a
fake
on
C
Slebert
period:
Wiems
Keys
the performance excels anything pre- Roseberry, 306 Oraavenue, and deR. G
Howe yards to the Navy 45 yard line. The 0; Michigan, 0.
Wamsley
sented by any traveling company
cided to extend to kov. M. R. Green,
At
half:
first
Carlisle,
Baltimore,
T
same
R.
Redman
only
gave
Keys
repeated
Liltlejohn
play
who has been ocup; ing the pulpit of
line.
Camp kicked on the losing four yards.
Gilchrist three yards.' MacDonald lost three 17; Johns Hopkins, 0.
Hyatt (Capt.) Q. B
the church, the regular pastorate. It
of
F.
the
At
L,
first
Iowa
0;
Iowa,
Myers,
superintendent
and
City,
Cook
on
a
period:
line
R. E
play
Keys
bucking
MeReavy yards
Is understood that Mr. Green, who
of
Santa
Fe
New
Mexico
the
division
0.
six
downed
made
Northwestern,
Browne
yards
.. L. T. ..Dalton (Capt.) punted to Rhodes, who was
in midfield. Campbell
short came here recently from Colorado
from
a
afternoon
this
returned
At
penal-alisehalf:
Des
first
6;
13
Ames,
Moines,
line.
Gilchrist
was
center.
on
Harvard
R.
H.
MacDonald
the
gain.
Nicholls
...
Navy
yard
through
will accept the calL
who Drake, 0.
trip to Raton.
F. B
Rhodes signaled the ball to Nicholls
ftye yards for delay. Felton
Keys
Officials:
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was yet warm and very soft and boiling hot underneath. This made walk
FOREIGN NEWS NOTE8.
ing difficult and dangerous, and
board were used for a footing.
They found two craters on the isTrinidad, British West Indies, Nov- land, five or six feet in diameter, alember 25. If you stand at Erin Point, though the highest
part of the enon the southern shores of this island, tire stretch was not more than 12 or
and gaze out into the Atlantic ocean 15 feet above the surface of the sea.
toward the coast of Venezuela, you Gas was escaping from the craters
will Bee why British dominions are and the air was saturated with the
larger by two and a half acres than smell of sulphur and oil. Rocks were
they were before Saturday, Novem embedded In the honeycomb surface
her 4.
of the island, and as many of them
On tttfct date an island of the vol- contained marked traces
of iron py
canic type, not uncommon in southern rites, the theory was advanced that
waters, thrust itself above the sea, those rocks, striking together, had
with characteristic rumble, hissing of caused the flashes of fire. The fos
gases and flashes of fire, greatiyto sillzed remains of several strange mathe alarm of the people on the Trini- rine animals were found in the mud,
dad shore.
but otherwise no signs of sea life
The new island has not yet been were visible.
named, and as its composition is lar- As the island is yet unrecorded on
gely oozy blue mud or clay, it is marine charts, it is a menace to navdoubtful if It will withstand the at- igation and the harbor master at Tri
tacks of the sea. Any day it is apt nidad has sent out a notice
warning
to disappear whence it came and all mariners that this
part of the
Great Britain will have lost its new- south coast should be
approached and
est possession. The enterprising gov- navigated with great care until such
ernor of Trinidad visited the Island time as a detailed examination has
with a party of officials shortly after been made of the island and soundit made its appearance, ready to plant ings taken in the vicinity.
the Union Jack on the warm oozy
It is a tradition In Trinidad that a
soil; but measurements showed that flourishing settlement of Indians once
the Island was within the three-milexisted at La Brea, on the north coast
limit and planting the flag was un- of that point of the island which Just
necessary.
out toward Venezuela, and that it
Cable dispatches have told briefly was destroyed by the sudden appearof the island's birth, but there Is much ance of the now famous Pitch Lake
that Is interesting about the phenom- there. It is related that loud exploenon that Is known only to those resi- sions were heard
by Indians in other
dents of points along the Trinidad parts of the Island, and that on Incoast who either witnessed the ocvestigating the cause they found the
currence or cautlonsly visited the new camp of their brothers
at La Brea
land before it had had time to cool. destroyed and in its
place the strange
Dr. Predholm, a resident of Trinisight of a lake of pitch.
dad, says that the Island was prob
ably thrust up by the pressure of gas
ACT QUICKLY
originating from the decomposition of
carbonaceous matter found in con- Delay Has Been
Dangerous in East
nection with asphalt deposits for
Las Vegas
which Trinidad is famous. He preDo the right thing at the right time.
dicts that a flow of asphalt may folAct quickly in time of danger.
low and an asphalt lake may make
Backache is kidney danger.
its appearance on the Island.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
"It no flow of asphalt follows
"
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
be says, "the only result of the
H. H. Closson, 408 Grand Ave., East
upheaval will be a mud volcano so Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I take
common along the southern shore. just as much
pleasure in recommend
Suoh a volcano on a bank raised but ing Doan's
Kidney Pills today as I
slightly above the sea level would did when I gave a public statement
probably not remain above the sur- in their praise in January,
1907.
face very long, for the debris would About a year ago I had occasion to
soon be washed away and the vents, use Doan's
Kidney Pills, there being
once below water, would become soreness across
my kidneys and trou
choked by sedimentary deposits. It ble from the
kidney secretions. This
would therefore not be surprising If remedy relieved me as
promptly as
the new Island dropped Into the sea before. Years ago I began
to Buffer
again as quickly as It emerged."
from pains In my back and 1 attribut
-ae!dents of the little settlements ed the trouble to an
If I
f of Erin am' Chatham, on the south-- f worked hard or brought Injury.
strain on the
era coast of Trinidad, were greatly muscles of my loins, my back
pained
terrified when the island appeared, severely and the least cold I
caught
and many of them fled from their settled in my
kidneys, aggravating
homes, dragging their belongings Into my troubles. I tried plasters and linithe bush. Others knelt in prayer in ments but my efforts for relief were
the streets or rushed to the churches. unavailing until I commenced
using
Great fear was in the minds of all, Doan's Kidney Pills,
procured from
as memories of Martinique were the Center Block
Pharmacy.
They
awakened.
proved beneficial from the first."
A fisherman at midday, on Saturday
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
November 4, first noticed signs of cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
disturbance In the sea. The water New York, sole agents for the United
was dirty and murky, but no land was States.
then in sight But about 6 o'clock
Remember the name Doan's and
that evening the people of Erin and take no other.
other points nearby were startled to
see a great column of fire shoot up
Probably a young man would enjoy
from the bosom of the water. Dense kissing a girl even if it was
compulsmoke followed the flame and there sory.
were further Intermittent flashes of
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
fire, accompanied by a rumbling as of
thunder. When the smoke cleared Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
away it was seen that a new island Tablets. Druggists refund money If
had bee created. Flames continued it falls to cu'e. E. W. GROVE'S s'.e
to flicker over the surface of the geo- nature Is on eaeu box. 25c.
graphical visitor throughout the night
but on the following morning they
A woman gets more satisfaction out
had subsided and the governor and of
cutting a rival dead than a man
party set out In a boat to claim the noes out of
beating his enemy at a
new land for King George. They horse
trade.
neared the Island with extreme care
in the face of a choppy sea and head
A landing was effected with
wind.
It is no more natural for fat people
difficulty and it yas quickly ascer- to be fatuous than for lean people To
tained that the surface of the Island be lenient
how-over,-

n

The Famous JR&yj) Lamp
The best

part of the day is the evening, when the whole family is
gathered together around the lamp.
The old dy of the smoky fireplace and flickering candle are gone forever. In their

place have come the convenient oil stove and the indispensable Rayo Lamp.
in the United States alone, more than 3,000,000 ofthese
There are
Rayo
lamps, giving their clear, white light to more than 3,000,000 homes.
Other lamps cost more, but you cannot get a better light than the low-pricRayo
It has become so popular we may almost call it " the official
gives.
lamp of the

American family."
The Rayo

is made of solid brass, with handsome nickel finish an ornament
anywhere.
Ask your dealer for a Rayo Uraa ; or write for descriptive circular to may agency of lb

Continental Oil Company
'IncrjorBtee!')
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FADS AND

OUR

FASHIONS

THANKSGIVING SALE

New York, November 25. The enterprise of the American merchants
catering to the tastes and needs of
the women in all matters pertaining
to fashion, be It wearing apparel, millinery or some other part of feminine
equipment, is almost unlimited. There
was a time when Imported models of
gowns or wraps could be found only
in the most exclusive ateliers on
Fifth avenue, but now even the department stores have their quota of
Paris gowns and wraps for evening
wear, only one costume of a particular
design being shown In a single city,
however, American buyers order these
gorgeous models from the French ma
kers, who duplicate the same gown
several times, each model gok'g to
some important shop in a different
town.
In anticipation of the social events
of Thanksgiving week, with its din-

ners, theatre parties, etc., many handsome dinner gowns, dance frocks, etc.
have been turned out by some of the
fashionable establishments for their
wealthy and fastidious patrons. One
of the shops made a most charming
little dinner dance frock after a
model by Drecoll. This frock has a
petticoat of lace flounces, very scantily gathered over a "drop' of pink
chiffon.
The lightness of this skirt
may be imagined. Above It falls a
tunic with side pieces reaching down
as far as the knees. This tunic, of
palest blue velvet, is scalloped at the
bottom and edged with silver fringe,
and looks much like one of the lambrequins which used to be draped over marble mantel pieces when the
latter were considered unsightly. At
the edged of the blue velvet tunic is
a festoon design of appliqued roses
in pink and silver. The bodice is
made of lace like the skirt, crossed
demurely over the bust and held at
the waist under one big pink and sil
ver rose. The sash of this frock a
folded strip of blue velvet with a flat
pump bow is almost at the natural
waist line. In fact, many of the new
evening frocks show a tendency toward a lower waist line.
An extremely
handsome dinner
gown which is to be worn at a
Thanksgiving dinner party, is of
white thread le.ee and white net sep
arated by bands of gray velvet, the
whole tunic dropped over black,
which makes the net and lace
gray
in tone like the velvet bands. The
bodice is of white lace and gray
tulle,
with a silver fringe.
Purple is undoubtedly one of the
most fashionable colors of the moment. It is used for entire costumes
or in combination with other colors
as trimming and appears in a
great
variety of shades. A very handsome
model of a winter gown, shown in
one of the fashionable shops, was of
plum purple with a straight narrow
skirt trimmed below the knees with
a deep fold of the material piped with
black satin. There were two swine- ing panels at the back, which gave
a broad effect across the waist at the
back. This, by the way, is one of the
dominant features of this winter's
styles, and will be seen on every kind
of gown.
The coat was quite large and did
not follow the slim, straight lines that
all the tailors made conspicuous last
summer. It had a black satin cord
across the back, a little above the
natural waist, which held the material In and a pepulum, or lowc
part, which fitted the hips snugly and
reached half way to the knees. There
were two buttons to fasten it above
the waist line in front, and a voluminous collar, square across the back
and running to points at the waist.
The material was French gray broadcloth, finished off with a band of the
material, and with an Egyptian design
in tubular black braid In the middle
of the back.
The straight satin scarf, which is
from nine to twelve Inches wide and
about one hundred inches long, is
not only fashionable and pretty but
serviceable and practical. It. may be
wound about the throat on a cold day,
and It may be arranged to protect the
chest. Some of the newest scarfs are
edged with transparent or wooden
beads, or a deep band of embroidery.
Some have a deep band of fringe and
others are finished with a deep hem,
above which a fine spray of embroidery spreads out over the scarf, reaching up a foot or more. Chiffon edged
with marabout, velvet lined with satin, and trimmed with fur and a great
many other designs are also shown.
Marabout, ostrich feathers and com
binations of the two :ire the feathers
s
used in the latest
and
muffs.
Not for many vears have
these accessories proved as smart as
now. So beautifully is it manipulated that many prefer sets of marabout
instead of fur, especially as they may
neck-piece-

be consistently worn the year around.
It is light in weight, soft, becoming
and quite inexpensive.
A square collarette of white marabout is bordered In black marabout,
while a boa of white marabout has
an ostrich-blu- e
finish. Another fancy la to have muffs and collars constructed from alternating bands of
shirred chiffon and marabout. The
new ostrich boas are charming Instead of the old time short ostrich,
the boas of this season are made of
tied ostrich, and most frequently uncurled, This produces a wonderful
fringed effect so fashionable at the
present time. In all hat trimmings
feathers take the lead. Although the
willow plumes have dropped
some
what from favor, the French ones are
being much worn.
New blouses and gulmpes show
either a closing directly In front, or
one lapped to one side un itv three
large buttons. Whether the buttons
are large or small, they are con
splcuous for their beauty and decorative quality.
Pierrot millinery shapej in velour,
scratch beaver or French felt with
crowns and slightly
high round-toppe- d
rolled brims will be u popular feature of this fall's millinery.
After black and white the mo3t popular color in millinery Is purple.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
CATARRH
You Can

Until

Best

One

Ire

then, our entire line of Women's new and stylish

SUITS, SILK and VELVET DRESSES, SKIRTS
and MILLINERY
at very attractive prices.

All this

PRICES REDUCED

season's goods
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to

1--

3

,

VICTOR

R0SENWALD

TALKING

BLOCK

MACHINES

PLAZA

ESTABLISHED

DOCTOR

the

Get

CLOSES WEDNESDAY EVENING

WHY

the

World for $1.00
to E. G. Murphey today. Say "I
want a HYOMEI outfit," take It home
with you, open the box and pour a
few drops of HYOMEI (pronounced it
High-o-minto the little hard rubber inhaler.
Then breathe pleasant, soothing,
healing, germ killing HYOMEI over
the raw, inflamed, germ ridden membrane for a few minutes and relief Is
immediate.
Stuffed up head will vanish. Keep
up the treatment four or five times a
day for a few days and hawking, spitting and forming of mucus in the nose
and throat will cease.
HYOMEI Is guaranteed to end ca
tarrh, coughs, colds, croup, asthma,
catarrhal deafness, or money back.
Complete outfit Jll.OO, subsequent
bottles If neededM cents at E. G.
Murphey's and druggists everywhere.
Go.
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IT PAYS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

e)

BASEBALL

44-

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, riot
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

NOTES

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

-

Rumor has it that George Stovall,
the former Cleveland manager, wlil
pilot the Toledo American association
team next season.
The Three-- I league is one of the
first leagues to plan their schedule
for 1912. A four-trischedule calling
for 140 games will be adopted.
Oscar Stanage, the Detroit backstop, caught 141 of the 154 games
played by the Tigers last season
Catcher Ira Thomas of the Athletics,
is second on the list with 103 games
to his credit.
Hugh Duffy, who will manage the
Milwaukee team next season, is a
great lover of football.
After the
baseball season Hugh is there strong
with the rooting for both the Brown
and Harvard elevens.
p

Many a man's honesty is due to the
fact that he doesn't know how to
manipulate the gas meter.

Mothers

No young- - woman, in the joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both she and her coming
child depends largely upon the care
6he bestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and its use
makes her comfortableuring all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings the woman to the crisis
in splendid physical condition. The
baby too is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
No better advice could be
function.
given a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend ; it is a
medicine that has proven its value in
thousands of "aVaT
cases. Mother's
Friend ;3 sold at

drugstores,
Write for free

j&0IIl6rS

TrrlPTVflJ

"
book for expect- ant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD

REGULATOR

CO.,

Atl--

to,

Co.

NEWS

FORECAST

FOR

THE COMING WEEK.

the products of the states they represent. The governors will atten.l
conferences and get acquainted witri
the business men of the many cities
they will visit in an effort to attract
further public attention to the western country as a desirable field for
the homeseeker and the investment of
capital.
Pursuant to the call of Governor
Johnson the California legislature whl
begin a special session Monday for
the investigation of matters of state
concern, including woman suffrage,
the initiative and referendum, weights
and measures, and the issuance of
irrigation bonds.
Their Royal Highnesses the Governor General and the Duchess of
Connaught will be the guests of Toronto the first four days of the week
and will be elaborately entertained.
From Toronto they will go to Hamilton for a visit of two days.
In Boston and in other cities as
well exercises will be held Wednesday in celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of
Wendell Phillips, the noted reformer
and orator.
The Internationai Live Stock Exposition will open in Chicago Saturday, and the number of entries from
all parts of the United States and
from Canada and Mexico indicate that
a record breaking display of
highly
bred stock will be exhibited.
The annual convention of tha
Southern Education association. whlfh
will begin its sessions
Thursday in
Houston, will be an occasion for a
great gathering of noted educators
from all parts of the South.
Of interest to
society will be t
wedding of Miss Mildred
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
watts Sherman of New Vnrt
Newport, and Lord Camovs whir
,
to take place Saturday at the
home
or the bride's
parents in New York

Washington, Nov. 25. From many
lands the high officers of the Roman
Catholic church will gather in Rome
at the beginning of the week to participate in, or witness the great ceremonial of the consistory, when the
largest number of prelates to be
named as cardinals at one time for
more than 400 years will receive thei
insignia of office and honor. The Sacred College will then be raised from
46 to 66 members. Among the new
cardinals are the three American prelates, Archbishop Farley of New York,
Archbishop O'Connell of Boston and
Mgr. Falconi, the papal delegate at
Washington. According to the latest
advices from Rome the private consistory will be held Monday, and the
public one two days later.
In far-of- f
Bankok, the capital of
Siam, representatives of the leading
nations of the world will assemble
for another interesting ceremony
the coronation of King Maha
who succeeded to the Siamese throne upon the "death of his
father a year ago. The coronation
ceremonies and festivities will last
an entire week.
Another assembly of the nations
will be the international conference
for the suppression of the opium traffic, which Is scheduled to begin its
sessions at The Hague. Great Britain, the United States and other nations will participate in the conference, which will try to complete th-- j
work begun at Shanghai in 1909.
The governors of ten Western
states California, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, South Dakota and North Dakot.i
will start from St. Paul Monday
night on a 5,000 mile tour of the East city.
and middle West, carrying exhibits of
The football season of 19H wm
5e
Vajl-ravud-

brought to a close Thanksgiving day
with many games in all sections of
the country, of special importance
wijl be the Brown-Carlislgame at
Providence, the Pennsylvania-Cornel- l
game at Philadelphia, and the contest
between Sewanee and Vanderbilt at
Nashville. Other sporting and athletic
events of the week will be the
e
races at Savannah, the open
of tha)
championship tournament
Southern Golf association at Memphis, the amateur billiard championship tournament in New York, and
the opening of the Middle West Bowling tourney in Des Moines.
e

auto-mibl-

It seems as if people would go a
thousand miles to do a man a bad
turn where they wouldn't go a foot
to do him a good one.

To Get

Its Beneficial Effects
Always Buy the Genuine

Swfies
and

Ira 'Senna
manufactured hyiho
6llF0r?Nlflfl6SvWP(o.
Sold

by all leading

Druggists

One She Only, 5K a Bottle
4
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to conquer adverse natural conditions GOTHAM RECALLS EVACUATION.
New York, Nov. 25. New York to"arid belL"
the special missions of th day held Its usual observance of Evactouring governors will be to attend uation day, the anniversary of the
the national river and harbor con- evacuation of the city by the British
at Washington. They will also troops, at the end of the revolutionary
gress
Copenhagen, Denmark, Not. 26.
discussions in their newspaper and
meet the governors of the south west war. On November 25, 1783, the last
Scandals arising from racetrack
and, at meetings.
ern states assembled lb Baltln-cAt British troopB on American soil delottery gambling have been growing
The most successful plays of the
r
l.iiffalo the date of the moneuir
parted from the city, and as their
to such an extent in Denmark for the season
have their settings 60 or 70
of
the
chamber
of
ships made their way down the bay
at
commerce,
past few years that the movement for years back, when the nervous tension
which Senator Vreeland is to .""eak, Washington's army entered.
the abolition of the practices 1b be--! was not so great as it is today. The
has been changed to December J, so
coming strong. Although the number! final reason is one which has caused WESTERN EXECUTIVES TO MAKE
ns
to coincide with the arrival of the PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN
START
VISIT
TO
THE EAST,
of lotteries has steadily increased the world wide losses to the theatre and
FOR A BAD STOMACH
visiting western governors. In nearly
ING MONDAY.
demand for tickets continues to grow that Is the
growing popularity of the
every one of the lare cities vis'ted
and on both the running and
trotting moving picture shows.
on their tour thj governor will be No Dyspepsia, Gas, Heartburn or Inditracks enormous sums are wagered.
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 25. The prepgestion in Five Minutes.
velconied and received by the novorn-ois- .
It is believed that the growth in G. A. O'Reilly, who is an official of arations for the tour of the East by
if you had some Diapepsin haiidy
of the respective .itates. Turing
the party of eleven governors of as their
leculatlon and similar crimes Is di- - the government of the Philippine
stay in Washington he govern- and would take a little now your
western and northwestern ors will
due to this fever for gambline lands, has iust finished a six weeks' manv
formally call uon President stomach distress or Indigestion would
Several cashiers of labor unions have tour of Denmark which he made for!8tate8' "eduled to start from here Tafi at the White
House, where they vanish in five minutes and you would
are practically com- - will
Monday
... .l(k
lately been arrested f w vtUUvTAIillUg - f v . v . .
.I
,k
entertained
117
as quests of honor feel fine.
be
nnu II
The "Governors' Special"
tunds entrusted to their care and the land industrial conditions. He was pleted.
This harmless preparation will diThe object of the tour, aa contrain has been "made up" and fully ceived
causes of their peculations have been especially
former
gest
anything you eat and overcome a
Governor lames H,
by
imrpessed with the agricuiequipped and stands ready to stir
traced to the betting mania.
stomach before yo-of Idaho, Is mainly educational. sour,
turai progres of Denmark and ex- on
Hrady
its long journey when the s'gnal Politics
The movement for the control of pressed his surprise that in this counis to be strictly barrel a. id realize it.
foi departure is aiven. The trail b!
If your meals don't tempt you, or
for that reason the urgent invitalotteries and betting is growing, but try there is no question that farming
and consists of several
tions of the woman's suffrage ndvo- - what little you do eat seems to fill
there is no immediate prospect of its pays. The investigator expressed the c;uite long
e
s.eeplng cars, enough to accot'iino-d.it- cates,
the governors to ad-- 1 you, or lays like a lump of lead In
success. The government
the governors and the members dress asking
gains a belief that this result had been
suffrage
meetings in various your stomach, or if you have heart-citie- s
considerable income from both lot- brought about by the
sys- it their
respective parties, a diuir.g
their
tem
during
trip have been po- - burn, that is a sign of Indigestion,
teries and racetrack betting, and as
among farmers, the sympathy be- hr, baggage car and five Crirs
Ask your Pharmacist for a
declined.
Th3 gov- but
litely
firmly
there has been a deficiency In the tween these
and
unions
well arranged exhijit? of
case
of Pape's Diapepsin and take a
ernors
undertake
the
not
only)
trip
state budget for the last few years. the department of agriculture, and the agricultural, horticultural and min- a view of learning something by little just as soon as you can. There
with
scientlflc
of
any attempt to sweep away this
handling
agricultural rral resources of the wester i states
observing the conditions In the East, will be no sour risings, no belching
source of revenue will meet with Pro1?161113 by the department.
I'bprt bonted by their execuM.'.s r t!ie but
they hope to convey a valuable of undigested food mixed with acid,
Another
feature of agriculture pur: y
strong opposition.
to the people of the overcrowd- no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness
lesson
which impressed Mr. O'Reilly was the
The governors included in the party
ed East, by bringing before them con- or heavy feeling in the stomach, Nauregulation and control of the milk, will be A. L. Eberhart of Minnesota.
vincing proofs of the enormous iv- sea, Debilitating Headaches, DizziNever before in the history of the butter and egg supply of the country. John Shafroth of Colorado, Joseph E. sourees and advantages of tha West ness or Im e final griping. This will
Danish theatre has business been so He considers that this system is res- Carey, of Wyoming, R. L. Vessev of and informing them in regard to the all go, am! besides, there will be no
bad as during the last main season, ponsible in a large measure for the South Dakota, John Burke of North manifold inducements offered to set- undigested food left over in the stomhealth of the Danish people and for Dakota, James Hawley of Idaho, Ed- tlers In the western states. It is ach to ;.oison your breath with nauselately the old Casino theatre was the high
reputation of those products win NorriB of Montana, M. E. Hay of confidently expected that this
obliged to close and the new man- in
tojr ous ot'ors.
Washington, Oswald West of Oregon will be fruitful of results
the foreign markets.
ager was compelled to resign. The
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
givln?
by
Oddie
of Nevada and H. W.
The poverty of Danish orchards and Tasker
a new and powerful Impetus to the for
staff Is trying to continue the season
stomachs, because it
the lack of handicrafts in the country Johnson of California. The govern westward movement of
and takes hold
fermentation
Immigration prevents
ty playing on a
basis. were the
ors will be accompanied by their sec
only points which seem to
and by diverting the westward march of your food and digests it just the
The other theatres with the
retarles and members of their staffs.
exception
west- same as if your stomach wasn't there.
of the Royal opera and the Norrebros have impressed the investigator unThe party will be In charge" of for of settlers from Canada Jo the
favorably.
states
ern
of
the
Relief in five minutes from all stom
States.
United
theatre, which is managed by the
Mr. O'Reilly will visit other coun- mer Governor James H. Brady of
ach misery is at any drug store wait
Popular parody actor, Frederick
tries in Europe and on his return to Idaho, with whom the Idea of the trip CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.
lng for you.
would also be playing to
empty the Philippines he will endeavo:- - to originated, and Riley Atkinson, secRoanoke, Va., Nov. 25. Many visitcases of Pape'
These large
seats did they not give out
large num- make practical improvemeivt of agri- retary of the chamber of commerce of ors are arriving in Roanoke to take
more
than sufflcien:
contain
Diapepsin
bers of complimentary tickets
every cultural and Industrial methods there. Boise, Idaho.
In the ninth annual meeting of to thoroughly cure almost any case of
part
night.
The tour of the western governors, the
conference of Charities Dyspepsia, Indigestion or any other
the total cost of which will be about and Virginia
The managers ascribe the lack of
Corrections. Special services will stomach disturbance.
The vocal journalist is the latest $75,000, will extend over a
period of be held in several of the churches toattendance to the new tax on theatre noveltv in
., x..
r.. 21 days
which time 21 cities morrow and on
during
but
tickets,
the real reason probably coming a popular feature at
Monday and fnesdiy
festivals, will be visited. The train will start the conference will hold Its business
.
IAD rliiAnAH
n large numDer
BANKERS TO VISIT PANAMA.
of for- exhibitions,
and other entertain-- ' from here on Monday evening and
mer theatre patrons cannot afford to ments.
sessions. Governor Mann of Virgin'
New
Orleans, Lai, Nov. 25. Several
He is also seen
make the following stops: No- - and Dr. K. H. Hart of the
attend on account of the prevailing at fashionable cafes and and hondjwill
thousand
bankers, their families and
vember
28,
November
29,
restaurants
Chicago;
will be among the friends, who have been attending the
hard times and the increased cost of wnere ne
foundation,
delivers the news with Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids; No- notable
speakers.
annual convention of the American
living. Another reason is the class comments during the band
vember 30 Detroit and Toledo; De-- ,
pauses.
association here this week,
Bankers'
of dramas lately supplied to Danish
cember 1, Cleveland; December 2,
The owner of one of th lonmct
noon today on a trip to
TO WELCOME CONNAUGHTS.
audiences. The people are growing tels here has
departed
af
DeDecember
4,
Buffalo;
Rochester;
developed the idea
Nov. v25. The pro- Panama.
Three
Toronto,
Ont.,
steamships were
of plays which contain
in- ther, and in the palm court of the cember 5, Syracuse and Utlca; Degram for the entertainment of their chartered for the voyage. The party
terminable discussion about socialism hotel after each theatrical
6, Albany; December 7 Washcember
first night,
the governor gen- will make an inspection of the Pana
strikes and woman suffrage. The the vocal journalist will criticize
the' ington; December 8, Baltimore; De- royal highnesses
tBeatre patrons get enough of these performance.
cember 9, Philadelphia; December 11 eral and the Duchess of Connaught ma canal and tour across the Isthmus
New York; December 12, Harrlsburg; from the moment of their arrival and back In special trains.
December 13, Pittsburg;
December In Toronto jnoriday until their departure from the city four days later,
JOHN BIGELOW 18 94.
Indian- 15.
L Demb,f
Previous to their organization the
has been arranged. The notable fea
New York, Nov. 25. John Bigelow,
DiacKsmuns of Atlanta, Ga., got 25
turea will include a civic reception at who was United States minister 10
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
cents an hour and worked ten hours cember 19, St. Paul.
the city hall, a ball at the Yacht club, France during the civil war, received
At all cities where the "Governors' a dinner
a day. Since organization their
at the Toronto club, and a the congratulations of a host of
wages
have increased to 38 cents an hour Special" will stop there will be redinner at Government House.
friends today on the beginning of his
large
In the Netherlands the
ninety-fiftpredominant and the day's work has been reduced ceptions and banquets In honor of the
year. Since his retireThe cars conhours in most industries are ten to to nine hours.
visiting executives.
ment
from
public life some forty
BISHOP SCADDING 50 YEARS OLD.
"leven a day.
Indiana union men are going to taining the exhibits will be thrown
ago, Mr. Bigelow has been enyears
25.
Nov.
Rt.
The
Ore.,
Portland,
open to the public and there will be
The British government has decided make an effort to
gaged in literary labors. In spite of
inaugurate a plan some official in
to appoint a board of trade commis- that will reduce the
every car to answer Rev. Charles (Scadding, Protestant his advanced years he Is still in good
cost of living
of
celebratEpiscopal
Oregon,
bishop
questions and to distribute literature
sion, empowered to arbitrate labor An effort will be made to
arrange f setting forth the advantages to set- ed his fiftieth birthday anniversary health and works regularly every day.
disputes.
some form of
purchasing tlers of the large fertile areas of the today. Bishop Scadding was born in KANSAS CITY TO JACKSONVILLE
Labor leaders assert that the fight that will eliminate the middleman
and West. The exhibits contain
specimens Toronto, Ontario, and received his
between the plumbers and the steam his exorbitant
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 25. The
profits.
of grains and other agricultural prod- education in that city. Previous to first through train ever operated befitters has cost the building trades
In New South Wales and some of
ucts, displays of the various kinds of his election as bishop in 1906 he had tween a Missouri river point and the
workmen of Chicago $8,569,000.
the other Australian states the gov- timber
growing in the West and speci- filled pulpits in Middletown, N. Y., Southeast will be placed in service
Birmwomen
in
thousand
Twenty
ernments are passing bills to
of
mens
minerals mined In the vari- Toledo, Ohio, and other cities in the tomorrow by the Southern Railway.
ingham, England, it is stated, are
working men in erecting homes. ous western states. In addition there East.
The train will be known as the "Kan
at
hooks
and
working
carding
eyes at The
men can borrow money are hundreds of
a
sas
maps and photoan average from half a crown to four from working
Special" and will be
the government at a modern t
conserthe
of
results
The
office
man
the
is
that
seeks
graphs
run
showing
week.
a
regularly during the winter seashillings
of interest, fcnl pay It bar
its
vation through irrigation dry farming, never so persistent as the creditor on son between Kansas City and
At Seattle, Wash., an important alreasonable time like rent.
drainage and other methods employed a similar mission.
liance has been formed, which embraces farmers, members of the direct legislation league and representatives of organized labor.
The International Molders' union
reports a total increase in membership
for the last quarter of 2,915, with an
expenditure in sick benefits for the
same period of $45,327.
com
Seven hundred and fifty-ninpanies from the United States hav-built factories in Canada since 1900.
Many of these are larger than the original plants in the United States.
The lockout in the building trades
of Sweden is gradually drawing to an
end through one firm after another
deserting the masters' organization
and making peace on their own accord.
Great progress has been made during the last year in improving the
workii conditions of children In the
United States, according to the annual report of the national child labor
committee.
Carters in the Eastern district of
on a
Midlothian, England, have gone
men
of
the
hundreds
some
strike and
are out, the dispute arising over the
of
hours of labor and the recognition
union.
men's
the
There is a powerful movement in
Germany to require all girls, regard
doless of station, to do compulsory
Ujfflim.1 MH- Omen
the
a
young
mestic service, just
comare required under the law to do
wrnisoN County,!
THROUGH
service.
pulsory military
An increase in wages approximating
six per cent, reduced working hours
of
and the sharing of a lump sumBalto
SILVER
the
$75 000 have been granted
&
Baltimore
the
and
Ohio
&
timore
Ohio Southwestern railway's
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women enio7 th baUot re"
that since women are allowed
to vote it is proper now to hang them
ESTABLISHED 1879.
for proved murder. In California,
which only recently conferred the
PUBLISHED BY
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
suffrage privilege upon women, a
(Incorporated)
judge went quite a distance out of his
way to vent his spleen at the new orH. M. PADGETT
EDITOR der of things. A wealthy society woman was charged with exceeding the
speed law, and upon being found guilty the judge delivered a more or less
Kutered at the Postofflce at East impressive harangue to the general
Las Vsgas, New Mexico, for transmis- effect that if the lady in question had
sion Urn. ugh the United States Mails not been granted the right to vote Hunting Party at "Ranch"
the court would have let her go with Of Mrs. Harry W. Kelly Yesterday.
as second class matter.
a reprimand, but that since she had
The home of Mrs. H. W. Kelly w.is
become automatically a voter and a the scene of the wildest and woolliest
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
citizen, on the same plane with men hunting expeditions in the history of
DAILY. BY CARRIER:
lefore the law, he would have to fine Greater Kas Vegas yesterday afterPer Copy
.05
j
5
noon when seventeen young women
One Week
15 her.
All of which is mere cheap spiteful-ness- . of the Meadow City were turned into
One Month
65
One Year
There Is no sane reason why a the deepest jungles of the Kelly and finally, in desperation, Judge
7.50
woman who Is a voter should be rancho in search of wild beasts and Leahy went over to the hay stack and
DAILY BY MAIL:
One Year
or ony savages. The hunting party arrived set it afire.
6.oo treated any more leniently
When the roar of the
Six Months
3.00 more harshly than one upon whom at the hunting, grounds at about 2:30 flames had died down the snoring had
that privilege has not been conferred. o'clock where they were supplied also ceased and naturally we thought
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Women are amenable to all the civil with game bags and ammunition. Clark had been burned to death, but
GROWER.
and criminal laws of the nation and After tracking the animals and wild next morning he showed up all risht-ThOne Year
J2.00 the states, in general terms, entirely men for the greater part of the afteronly effect the fire had on him
Six Months
1.00 regardless of their right to vote or the noon all returned from the jungles was to make him turn over and he
of the slept
very comfortably in the warm
iack of such right. The advisability and after taking an inventory
results, Miss Mary Tipton was found ashes until morning."
Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- of woman
suffrage may be a subject to be the star hunter. Miss Lorna
Just how many ducks were killed is
tions).
of honest difference of opinion, but
Johnson's game bag held the smallest not known, for no two of the hunters
Kerait by draft, check or money that
conferring the ballot on women amount of spoils of the chase, The
order. If sent otherwise we will not relieves men from
told the same story. But they had a
the necessity of hi nt was exciting, for the wild
mju good time, anyway.
be responsible for loss.
treating women with as much chival- were of iron constitutions and the hu
Specimen copies free on application. ry as ever cannot be
admitted even imals had been caged up since tire Mrs. Selover
Entertains
those who honestly believe women Immemorial, and the chase was itreiS
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT by
Ladies of the Maccabees.
should confine their activities to the uoiis. This, however, made the
Mrs. George Selover, assisted by
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
home and other departments of her
at the chuck wagon all the ino 'e her daughter, Miss
PAID FOR.
Angelina Sehaver,
"sphere."
ei;.ejable and it is said that mrny entertained the Las Vegas hive of the
man
The
cono
were
U'o
who seeks an excuse for
long caged animals
Advertisers are guaranteed
Indies of the Mccabees and a party
the
largest dally and weekly circulation withholding from women the protec- sumed during the course of the meal. of friends on Thursday evening at her
Mrs. Kelly who is proprietor of the home on Tilden avenue.
of any newspaper in Northwestern tion to which her sex and not her civil
The evening
condition entitles her is
a rather Kelly "ranch," gave the little hunting was spentj playing games. At spiking
New Mexico.
poor sort of a man and a somewhat expedition in honor of Miss Carolyn the pumpkin's eye Miss
Margaret
indifferent citizen. In fact, one might Lee, of the Far East, Kansas City, Cousins proved the most adept and
. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
25, 1911.
suggest that it is largely such men who is visiting Miss Louise Cunning- carried oft .first prize, while Miss
and such citizens who have convinced ham, that she might become acquaint- Elizabeth Rogers won second and to
the people of several states of the ed with the ways of the wild and Mrs. H. G. Moore went the consolaDUCK HUNTING"
Union that the voters ought not to be woolly west. The huntresses who tion prize. In the penny contest Mrs.
confined to the representatives of one were on hand to join in the exciting Erma Bailey won first prize and
Duck hunting is a favorite athletic sex.
chase were: Miss Carolyn Lee, Miss
R. Ray the consolation. Delicious
Louise Cunningham, Miss
Helen refreshments concluded a most enjoysport in America. The game of golf
is supposed to have a firm grip on its
Schaefer, Miss Marie Schaefer, Miss able evening. The members of the
Rachael Ward, Miss Janet. Ward, Miss hive who were
victims, but a golfer is fickle and
present were: Mrs. G.
Gladys Gibson, Miss Louise Lowrie, Fishburn, Mrs. Bertha Schaefer, Mrs.
beside a duck hunter.
Miss Florence Hoskins, Miss Lorna Gertrude
When the weather gets nasty and the
Akers, and Mrs. Julia CousJohnson, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, ins. The invited guests were Mrs.
cold wind roars wickedly, a cluck
Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Margaret Peter Marx,
hunter will leave a cozy club corner,
Mrs. Mary Reugroher
Cavanaugh, Miss Mildred Browne, Mrs. Erma Bailey, and Mrs. H. O.
n evening with his fiancee a
winning
Miss Emma Tamme, Mrs. J. M. Cun- Moore, Misses
Ethel Mahon, Marhand at poker, a wheat squeeze in
and Mrs. Charles Trumbull. garet Cousins, and Miss Elizabeth
ningham
wtflchheis the squeezer, or a bulletin
The huntresses were guided in their Rogers; Messrs. Walter
y
Marcott,
hoard of .the world's championship seexpedition
by the following edition of
Sundt, Albert E. Kay, Clare Koog-ler- ,
res in order to be present at eunrise
the Sunshine State Herald of NovemPaul Schoeny and Claude Barnes
in a rice swamp
waiting to be attack- - J. A. FLYNN, CERRILLOS BLACK-SMIT- ber 24:
il
by a wild duck.
SUNSHINE STATE HBRALD(
13 THOUGHT TO HAVE
Fortnightly Club
To enjoy duck hunting iuits prime,
Themeadowg, N. M., Nov. 24, 1911. Has Pleasant Dance.
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE.
the hunter must first select a day on
Latest News From the Hunting
On Tuesday evening of this week
which the humane sociaty wouldn
Grounds.
N. M., Nov. 25. It is
the spacious parlors of the Commer
Albuquerque,
allow a dog to be kept out of doors believed
Many rhinoceri have been swim- cial elub were the scene of one of the
that ,l. A. Flynn, the Madrid
He should then dress himself in can
ming
just above the falls of the most enjoyable dances of the fall sea
,blacksmith brought here yesterday
vas clothes, put on
hip- - from Cerrillos suffering from a pistol Gallinas. Great numbers of fine ele- son given by the younger set of the
boots, put 40 pounds of ammunition wound, tried to end his life
lions and tigers are known club and the
following phants,
Fortnightly club. About
and a sandwich in his pockets, rent the
receipt of a letter which con to be wandering about in the forests nineteen couples enjoyed the dancing
in the valley of the LEE. One or two and the success of
a leaky boat and row five miles in a tained news of a disagreeable
this affair will un
specimens of'TRUM BULLS and wild doubtedly lead to the giving of a
gale, balling out with his can. Hav ture.
The contents of the letter have not pigs have also been sighted from dance every month during the winter
ing done this, he should build a blind
of reeds and lie in the nud until been made public hut it is reported time to time. These pigs capering season. Those who attended the dance
evening, smoking a pipe for warmth that Mr. Flynn was in love with a around on their fat and CUNNING- were:
and occasionally breaking th9 ice young woman living in Kansas and HAMS with cries of "HO SKINS and
Misses Helen Schaefer, Mary Tip
bristles," seem to invite the hunters ton, Gladys Gibson, Lorna Johnson
around his legs. Many men can only that the letter was from her.
"
His condition is serious and he will to pursuit.
Ruth Williams, Rachael Ward, Mar
afford one day of such bliss each
Hunters
just returning. reportthat guerite Rudolph, McElroy,
Emma
year but they look eagerly forward probably die. In the event of his
to it and will not accept any substi death it is likely that the cause of n VERY FEW specimens of a MOST Tamme, Marie Schaefer, Jane Ward,
VALUABLE and ALMOST EXTINCT Florence
Hoskins, Anne George, Martute, although they could soak them he shooting; will be explained more
animals may be fpund in some parts guerite Cluxton, Louise
fully.
selves all night in a tub of water
Cunningham
The pistol shot took effect in thr of the forest. They are EXCEED and Carolyn Lee of Kansas City, who
in the back, yard at far less expense.
INGLY DANGEROUS (?) and by the is the
guest of Miss Cunningham.
Because wild ducks are of a retiring side, the bullet penetrating the right laws of all
countries, no hunter is Mesdames Bert Kelly and William C.
and striking the spine on the
lung
disposition, and do not warm up to way out at the
back, causing paraly ever allowed to capture more than Dennis. Messrs. Will Springer, Bert
humans, it is often necessary, when sis of the lower
limhs. He stead- one MANy do.
Kelly, W. C. Dennis, Lawrence Powassassinating them, to attract them fastly refuses to
statement.
ers, Lee Gerard, Donald Hart, Leo
any
give
by means of decoy ducks.
Notice to Hunters!
Deccy
He is known to have received a
Tipton, John Rudolph, Dick Devine,
ducks are made of rubber and are letter
Hunters
are allowed free range in Leslie Witten, Carlos
from
his old home
yesterday
Dunn, Herbert
used to attract the real birds in the in
not surrounded
by Gehring, Lawrence Clark, John Ru- After brooding any WARDS
Pittsburg, Kan.
same way that prominent directors over the matter for some time
he LOWERY hedges, and in the tagled mohr, Colbert Root, Charles Hedg-cock- .
are used to attract investors in a walked a mile and a half down the BROWNE underwood.
Grove, H. E. Tilton, Walter
Hunters may build fires at CLUX- - Hoke,
stock company. When the wild duck track, where he was found suffering
Murray Carleton and H. P.
TON's CAVANAUGH that no embers Peck of Denver.
has stopped to share the meal that from the bullet wound.
the decoy duck has found, the hunter, The place where Flynn was found are left to cause forest fires.
A TIPTONew and timid hunters
who corresponds to thk promoter, gets is one of the ruggedest bits of coun
Dinner and Bal to
in his deadly work.
try in the state. Great rocks stand any lucky little SCHAEFERS who Enliven Thanksgiving.
The wild duck when roasted is so on end, and the whole landscape is have DUNN well in this manly sport
An affair of the coming week to he
delicious that it pays to remove his one of bleakness, broken only by a may GIBSON one else their trusty looked forward to by Greater Las Veweapons, and FRANKLy JOHNSON gas is the Thanksgiving dinner and
feathers, one by one, after a long few scrubby; trees.
Is
30
about
dance to be given by the ladies of
old
Flynn
and s scouts for home.
years
day's hunting. Duck hunters pay an
The hunt will begin when the horn the Catholic church. The ladies
average of $2 for every duck they a quiet, respectable and industrious
plan
to serve a real old fashioned turkey
shoot and usually give most of them man. He has many friends in Ma- is blown three times.
dinner at noon and from the reputato their friends. This makes a duck drid and Cerrillos, and his death
If your game bag is empty don't tion that these
ladies have for cookhunter second only to a theatre treas-use- r would be much regretted.
Dr. C. O. Yoakum
ing, the meal will be delicious. The
in opularity, and it is no trick
accompanied say TAMME, but try again.
dance will begin at 8 o'clock in the
at all for a good shot to get elected him to this city.
Hunters are advised to , CARRY evening and continue until the wee
to the legislature. By George Fitch.
LEE and LOUISE ammunition to in- small hours of the
$100 Reward, $100.
morning. The
The readers of this paper will be sure fine sport and a big catch.
best music that can be secured in the
pleased to learn that there is at
Meadow City will furnish hypnotizing
SEX AM) PUNISHMENT
least one dreaded disease that set
strains for the dancers as they glide
ence has been able to cure In all its How the Wagon Mound.
across the floor. Already many have
Ever since the ballot was given to stages, and that is Catarrh Hall's Pantagraph Describes It.
A hunting party from jb.b Vegas made their plans to attend the dance
Cure is the only positive cure
women by tbje (people of several Catarrh
now known to the medical fraternity. came
up Saturday to kill a few ducks and no doubt the baile will be the
states there have been outcroppings Catarrh being a constitutional
dis and a
couple of days, returning to the largest and grandest affair of the fall
of the idea that women should be ease, requires a constitutional treat
held to a stricter account for offenses ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Meadow City Sunday. Those in the season.
internally, acting directly upon the party were: Judge D. J. Leahy, John
against the law than before this new blood and mucous
surfaces of the sys- S. Clark, Dr. Smith, M. M. Padgett Sophomores Entertain
"honor" of suffrage was conferred up- tem, thereby destroying the foundaof the Optic, Chas. Spiess and D. C. Students and Teachers.
on them. There seem to be many tion of the disease, and giving the paWinters.
The Sophomores of the Las Vegas
tient
con
the
up
by
strength
building
who believe that b being made vot- stitution and
"We had quite a time," said Bro. high school gave their annual recepnature in doing
assisting
ers women have been dragged down its work. The proprietors have so
of the hunt. "When tion to the faculty and students of
Padgett, in
from a position of superiority to one much faith in its curative powers it came timetelling
to go to bed John Clark the school last night in the Castle
of mere equality with men and should that they offer One Hundred Dollars was ruled out of
The hall and class rooms
camp because he building.
case that it falls to cure. Send
tor
therefore be punished just as severely for any
snores so loud that no one else can were decorated with the red and
list of testimonials.
as men when found to have violated
Address' P. J. CHENEY & CO., To sleep. So he went about a quarter of white of the school and yellow and
ledo, O.
the law.
a mile away and crawled into a hay white, the class colors. They preSold by all Druggists. 76c
For Instani e, a prospective Juror in
stack. But even at that distance his sented a beautifnl appearance. The
Take Hall's Family Pills for
a celebrated min der trial in Colorado,
snores sounded like distant thunder evening was spent plsying games in
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which the teachers joined with all tho
enthusiasm of youth. Deliciou refreshments were served in the Spanish room, which was decorated in the
class colors, by the members of the
class. This is the fcecond class party
of the year, the first being the freshmen party on Hallowe'en and both
have been highly enjoyable.
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Annual Turkey Dinner
of E. Romero Hose and Fire Co.
In a short speech at the annual
dinner of the E. Romero Hose and
Fire company, which was Berved last
night, W. A. Given characterized the

members of that organization as "the
biggest fools" he had ever met. Just
before the husky firemen had time to
retaliate by hurling a dozen sauce
dishes at him Mr. Givens added, ' and
they are also the best fellows it has
been my lot to associate with for
many years."
in explaining his remarks in which
the ugly word withythe double letters
occurred Givens gave his reason for
asserting the E. Romeros are foolish.
They risk tfcoir lives gladly to assist
in the preservation of property belonging to others. They
sacrifice
sleep in the middle of the night to turn
out with the company and extinguish
dangerous conflagrations. They risk
tneir health by answering alarms in
howling blizzards and driving rains.
Last of all but perhaps it should have
been enumerated near the top of the
list, for none of the members of the
company is the possessor of any too
much money, they ruin many suits of
clothing each year in the defense of
other people's property. For hire, the
services of these men could not be obtained. But, with the prospect of no
reward other than the appreciation of
their friends and neighbors, they are
willing to give the best of their time,
their strength and ability. Mr. Givens
was applauded when he took his seat.
The dinner, which was served In the
cafe of Adelaido Gonzales on Bridge
street, followed the annual meeting
of the company, at which officers for
the coming year were elected. Lud-wiWilliam Ilfeld was
for
the seventh time as foreman. He has
proved so efficient in that capacity
that the firemen have fallen into the
habit of electing him by acclamation.
Other officers elected were Modesto
M. Booth, first assistant foreman; Gil
bert Guerin, second assistant fore
man; George Legg, third assistant
foreman; W. O. Woods,
secretary:
g

C32EAM

BaMR Powder
protection and guarantee
against alum which is found in
the low priced baking powders.

ka

To be on the safe side when buying
baking powder, examine the label and
take only a brand shown to be made
from Cream of Tartar.

Charles S. Rogers, treasurer; A. T.
Rogers, Sr., Secundino Romero and
P. D. McElroy, trustees.
The members of the board of trustees were all
having served the company
faithfully and efficiently during the
past several years.
But to return to the dinner. It was
a dandy. Turkey, in keeping with the
Thanksgiving season, was the principal feature of the feast. Swimming
in cranberry sauce, surrounded by delicious dressing, and sweet potatoes
from which the candied sweetness
was oozing, the turkey was exceeding toothsome. Celery, pickles, salad
and all the other turkey "fixings"
were in bounteous profusion. Following the turkey course came good old
Mexican chile and frijoles.
Then
there was mince pie and cheese, followed by coffee and some other liquid
of an amber color that had a peculiarly "Dutchy" taste.
Foreman Ilfeld presided as
He also officiated as
handing out some hot shots
occasionally to the various men gathered about the board. But the rail- toast-maste-

roast-maste-

lery was all good natured and some
of Mr. Ufeld's jokes came back at him
with the acduracy of boomerangs.
Those who made short after dinner
talks were P. D. McElroy, W. A. Givens, W. O. Wood, C. H. Bailey, Florentine Montoya, Gilbert Guerin, C. C.
Fleck, William Stapp, William P.
Springer and others. A representative of this paper was the guest of the
firemen. He will violate precedent
and good taste and put in a request
for a bid to the next and all succeeding annual dinners of the company.
Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Smith entertained a few friends at their home on
the Boulevard Wednesday night.
Duck, the principal delicacy of the
dinner, was the result of the hunting
expedition to Wagon Mound a week
ago and several of the hunters wero
gathered around the table to enjoy
the rewards of their toils.

Mrs. A. M. Adler entertained the
Tuesday Afternoon Bridge club this
week at her home on Seventh street.
(Continued on Page Five)

MONDAY
BARGAIN
at
BACHARACH'S

With every

50c
Cash Purchase
We give one Ticket

that may bring you a
Fine Fat Turkey

Monday is always Bargain Day with us. Hosts of

people watch for the offerings of this day of the
week. The reason is plain.
The values are

40
Juicy Turkeys
will be given away

FREE at
Bacharach's
on Christmas Eve
December 24,

1911

Bargains for Monday, Nov. 27.
Boys' Suits

12

l-2-

c
1--

Amoskeag Outing

Complete

No. 1921
5

off

Flannel

Your Choice at

1--

5

9c

off

(10 yard limit)

Line

10 yards

of

Amoskeag
Apron Gingham

Winter

Women's
Hose
35c Value Black only

Per Pair

None Better

26c

Underwear

79c
the

Store of

Qual IT Y"

J9AC HARACHS
E.LasVegas

n.m:

LAS VEGAS DAILY OKTIC,

The PrescripiloHlsi

WINTERS DRUG

PERSONALS

sg.

.

G0ka4l M. M. Padgett returned last
night from a short business trip to
Santa Fe.
Santa Fe official of
ti 0k O. Nlcol,
Albuquerque, arrived last night from
tb Duke city on business.
M. King and children, of Santa Fe.
arrived last night from the Anrieni
City and were In Las Vegas today.
R. C. Rankin, deputy state travella;
auditor, returned last night from :i
trip in the southern part of the state.

CO.

FINANCE COMMITTEE

Pfaoue Main

ANNOUNCES

WOMEN'S

SUITS

AND

DRESSES
newest models, no Left
overs from last years stock.
All

Tailored Suits
For $8.95
$22.50 Tailored Suits
For $14.95
$29.00 Tailored Suits
For $18.95

$15.00

$8.50 to 10.00

one-piec- e

Dresses

For $6.95
11.50 to 13 .50

one-piec- e

Dresses

For $9.95
$15.00

e
Dresses
For $11.95
one-piec-

Silk Foulards, velvet and serges
at the New Store of
...HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH...

Phone Main 104

mation service is making on the
Carlsbad project are being poshed.
As many teams and men as can be
advantageously employed are pushing
the work on McMillan reservoir. The
capacity of the reservoir will be materially increased and It will hold
enough water to cover the entire proImA
ject over twp feet deep. The
diverthe
at
Avalon,
proved spillways
sion reservoir, are also being rushed.
All the work is expected to be comCARLSBAD ASSOCIATION DEPOSES
pleted m time to fill both reservoirs
ITS PRESIDENT AND SEbefore the irrigation season opens In
LECTS ANOTHER.

WATER USERS ARE

Chester Hunker will leave tonight
f
abort business trip to Missour.
George. King came In this afternoon
from .Jus home at Watrous on busi--

The man who (tow the
weighing the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the 'man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

REBATE

FORTY
AMOUNT
PER CENT OF
SUBSCRIBED FOR STATE CONVENTION TO BE RETURNED
Hal let t. Raynolds, treasurer of the
finance committee tor the epub'.lcan
state convention held in Las Vegas
anthe latter part of September,
nounced this morning that the sum
of $880 remained on hand after paying all of the expenses of the convention.
This will be returned to the

A REAL

m

a

beginning
MONDAY, NOV.

27

ARZULLIA
Hypnotic
Whirlwind

25 and 35c

25.

Pecos

M.,
Carlsbad,
Water Users' association of the Carlsbad project, of which every farmer
under the project must be a member
lw...i.
full
lici'lir
.....
11c ci n
i n..-iv
lO i,'
tun fit
naici , lino
.
for manv months. A
came to an open ruption in the board
At a special meeting
of directors.
called for the purpose the board deposed its president and elected W. B.
Wilson to serve out the tetm. The,
shareholders have1 taWeh a lively
terest in the fight and were present
in force at the last meeting of the directors. The new prestatebt Mr. Wilson
has lived here about twenty years
and is fully qualified to nil th- - di
position.
Commercial Club Busy.
The, Commercial club is keeping,
everlasting at it. The postal card
day last September was so successful that the club has ordered anothe
big supply of picture postal ca rd
printed. These will be distributed to
T:'
the citizens for mailing out.
club is also taking steps to land vh"
Normal school that has been prom-Carlsbad has
ised the Pecos valley.
always been overlooked in the distri
bution of public institutions and feeis
that this part of the state is entitled
to recognition. The matters of planting a demonstration orchard in North
Carlsbad is progressing.
11

1

The supervising engineer, Louis C.
Hill, is expected in a few days and he
will spend several days inspecting

1

lie luatwcr

Ul iriiio--

i

,.i
Fiing,

har

of the
Ai Waldron, representative
Daniels and Fisher company of Den
ver, arrived in Las Vegas last night
and was in the city today visiting the
merchants.
D. B. Simon, selling hardware, was
in Las Vegas today on business. Mr.
Simon is agent for this district and
is well known In Ias Vegas.

KIDNEY TROUBLE
Relieved in Three
Suffered Ten Years
Months 1 nanus to

There's no heroism about managing
woman can
a family, and that's wjj .a
of doing it.
perform the heroism

After a recess of 24 hours the district court for San Miguel county was
convened this afternoon when it was
expected that the grand jury, wh:;n
nad been working during the interim,
would make a lengthy report. It was
announced that the court likely wouid
bold a session tonight, for the purpose of finishing up as much of the
criminal business as possible, if the
grand jury has not completed iU Investigations Judge Clarence J. Roberts will excuse that body subject to
call. The judge expects to return to
Las Vegas early next month to hold
a short session and complete the
business upon the dockets. Ho will
lnave tomorrow for Santa Fe where
the supreme court, of which he is an
associate justice, will begin a ses
sion Mondav morning. At the close
of today's session the judge will oi
der court adjourned subject to fur
ther notice.

CARMAZUL

SAPPHIRES

$7.90 for solid Oak $10 dresser.
$8.75 for
solid Oak $11 dresser.
$10.65 for a solid Oak $15 dresser.
$14.85 for a solid Oak $19.50 dresser.

AND OTHER

And so on right through the line of

ING IN GOLD OR SILVER

TOURMALINES

dressers and chiffoniers

Rosenthal

T5he
Opp-

-

If we

kit

MANUFACTURING JEWELER

SocietpRotesi
CHAS. LEWIS

(Continued from Page Four).

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.
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df version

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TEL AND

TEL
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Want
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The Ladles Guild of St. Paul's Mem
orial Episcopal church met Tuesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Gib
son on Seventh street.
Miss Marie Mann was hostess to
the Young Girls' Sewing club Monday
afternoon, at the home of her parents
on Seventh street.
Mrs. O. G. Schaefer entertained a
few friends this afternoon at a thlm
ble party at her home on Seventh

mm
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

0

ft
ft
ft
ft

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
Vest opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit tha
will help people to get what they want when
hey want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

ft
ft
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Surplus

Capital Paid in

How Do You Like Your Milk ?!

HmmBBIb

Si HI a 'ttsMEfcBBt

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

PrMidcnt
J. M. CUNNINGHAM,Vice
President
PRANK SPR1NOER.

ty

"V

vs

D. T. HOSKINS.

Ceshl er

LAS VEGAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
STERILIZING

OVENS

The Ideal Sanitary Dairy

Grape-Nvit- s

te

WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

Thursday Afternoon Bridge
Whist club was entertained this week
by Mrs. William Rosenthal at her
home on Sixth street.

street.

Up-to-da-

COMPANY

from well nourished

Try

it
provides
a social

Stylish and

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

Brotherhood met
The Fraternal
Monday evening in its hall on Foun-

II

THEM

TAUPERT

Say It's So, It's So.

Open House

your
leisure

FOR MOUNT-

STONES

S

Y. M. C. A.

at the
Tonight.
The officials and the members of
the Y. M. C. A. extend a hearty Invitation to everyone to attend tonight
the annual open house at the association building. A fine musical program
has been arranged for by Secretary
Marwick and an enjoyable time will
be provided for all. This is the oo
casion of the annual sale of magazines and Byron T. Mills will act as
auctioneer. After the program of the
evening the Las Vegas patrol of the
Boy Scouts will serve light refresh
ZER. ments to the visitors, and
they will
be shown over the building by these
C. B.FIZER, Mt. Sterling, Ky., says:
as guides.
"I have Buffered with kidney and boys
bladder trouble tor ten years past.
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
"Last Marco 1 commenced utsing
Peruna and cou"n"e for three months. Christian church, held Its regular
r have not mmeif it since, nor hve I felt weekly
meeting Thursday afternoon
it pain."
with Mrs. W. G. Quiggln, at her
home, 903 Third street.

time

SEMI-PRECIOU-

LET US SHOW

Y. M. C. A.

mm

Clear
Thinking
brains.

Food

'There's a Reason'

VAMSCITE

The

m

Write us and let us quote
you.

RHODEMTF.

Commencing Wednesday, November

15th, we are going to put on sale
every dresser and chffonler in this
big store at Strictly Wholesale Prices,
'
for Spot Cash Only. L " "

tain Square. The meeting was large
ly attended and enthusiastic.

EN-

are prepared to furnish yoti
with your Electrical Supplies at cut prices.

ness trip, returning home this

3.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and
ness.
Inquire Optic office.

Electrical Company

Third and Main Streets
Los Angeles, Cal.

vv

project has been under consideration
for several days; but the funds of
the service were too low to undertake
any large amount of work. The water
OM rs, however, feel that steps should
be taken to prepare the way for the
larger project, that the work can be
h shed whenever funds are available
tat the construction of reservoir
No.

The Woodill & Hulse

Agaplto Abeyta, Jr., a merchant of
Mora, drove in yesterday on a busi-

the project and confer with the water
users on a possible extension of the
,
orOieCl.

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES

Herbert W. Clark, secretary of tha
republican state central committee,
returned to Las Vegas from Santa Fe
last night

MareV.

Nov.

N.

au-

freight

Mrs. W. A. Stark, after spending
some time in Las Vega for
her
health, left this afternoon for her
home in Mobile, Ala.

iiu

Backache, Headache, Nervousnessand
and rheumatism, both In men
Sometimes an argument is promul
not
women, mean kidney trouble. Doreach
to convince the other fellow
gated
allow it to progress beyond the
sometimes to
of medicine but stop it promptly with that he is wrong, and
we are right,
regulate
that
Pills.
ourselves
They
convince
Kidnev
Foley
organs,
the "action of. the urinary
O.
in nation, ciulck in results.
The fact that "faint heart ne'er
Co.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
4 won fair may - muse ne a sourue ui
to old bachelors.
For coughing, dryness and tickling much satisfaction
anu
In the throat, hoarseness
Honey
A bad man Isn't as afraid of getting
roughs and colds, take O.Foley's
O. Schaefer
and Tar Compound.
doing something wrong as a
caught
and Red Cross Drug Co.
good man Is of doing It
Ramon L. Baca, a prominent real
of
estate dealer and mine promoter
last
night
arrived
the Ancient City,
busifrsm his home In Santa Fe on
for
ness and left this afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Whitman
sisLos Alamos and Miss Whitman,
afterthis
left
ter of Mrs. Whitman,
w.U
noon for Dawson where they
winter.
reside during the coming

DRESSER

traveling

ditor for the Santa Fe wftJi headquarters at Albuquerque, was in Las
Vegas today on business.

ADJOURN TONIGDT

m

Itll.
H. W. Fits,

DISTRICT COURT TO

GRAND JURY, STILL BUSILY
GAGED IN MAKING INVESTI
GATIONS, TO BE EXCUSED.

28,

urn

com-mite-

HOUSE

NOVEWSE

ENGAGED IN

subscribers pro rata, at the earliest
date possible. In all, $2,200 was collected by the finance committee of
the convention for the entertainment
of the visitors and the necessary expenses of the gathering and of this
only $1,320 was expended. Letters to
New Book.
this effect are being gotten up and
The
Carlsbad
Project has under
will be sent out the early part of
a new book, calling atpreparation'
next week and the refund, which
tention to its advantages. The pubamounts to 4 Oper cent, will be enlicity campaign the Santa Fe railroad
closed.
is making of the Pecos Valley is meetA number of people have suggested
ing the hearty approval of the people
that this sum of $880 be placed avail- here and they are getting in line to
able for celebrations on holidays as boost for themselves as well. The
on these occasions it is necessary for real estate men are
joining in and
some one to solicit money.
This helping to bear the expense. The
would save time and make the monev farmers are very anxious to get more
available on a moment's notice. Base settlers into the project, as every
ball fans have suggested that It be
emphasize the fact that intensturned over to the association to statt ive cultivation of small farms means
the 1912 season on and a number of quicker and surer development of the
has
other similar suggestions have been country.
The labor situation
ogered by the citizens of the Mea- never been so acute as at present
and small farms will help solve the
dow City. The method of the
however, will do away with ail labor problem.
kicks and the persons to whom It is Reclamation Service Improvement.
The improvements that the recla- returned will have it on hand for the
next occasion of celebration, the opening f ttosr spring- - baseball season of
the Fourth of July.

DUNCAN OPERA

SATURDAY,

T. A. AKERS. Mgr.

and ou,will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

PHONE MAIN 31?

I

I
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Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby siren to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
H. H. Bishop, Faywood, N. M., Nov.

I

Butler, of Cornell, has scored 11 18, 1911.
field goals this season.
One brown mare, 9 years
hands.
, Percy is the given name of Wen- rOO lbs., 12

15he

THE LOBBY

Optic

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDER

THE

BEST

GOODS

AND REGULAR

DINNER

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

To-wi- t:

WANT

SOCIETY

AND

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

dell, Harvard's star halfback, but he
Branded
E3
can play great football at that.
wSk
On left hip
Carlisle has been using the famous
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O, ELKS Meets second and
Said animal being unknown to this
criss-cros- s
fourth Tuesday evening of each
comA. M. Regular
play this season, that was Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Vialtln
month at O. R. C. hall.
used by Yale In the season of 1899.
10
munication first and
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being
Geo
invited.
are
There will be 32 boxes for the days after last appearance of this adbrothers
cordially
in
each
third
Thursday
,
i ajAMMayMnAAAaK
D.
W.
Army-Nav,
Exalted
H.
Ruler;
game at Philadelphia, the vertisement, said estray will be old
Hunker,
month. Visiting brothCondon,
price being $125 each.
Secretary.
invited.
ers
the
this Board for the benefit of
cordially
'TES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
Eastern football critics claim thnt by
owner when found
William H. Stapp, VV. M.; Chas. H.
TI8EMENTS
Miller, of the Pennsylvania State, is
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Plva .anti per line each Insertion Sporleder, Secretary.
the best quarterback of the season.
.NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
to a
word
ix ordinary
tlmat
Daly, of Yale, has been
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911. ma. No ad to occupy leaa tpace than LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
very successful as coach of the Wil
building. Visiting members are corRegKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
wo ilnaa.
All advertisements charg-- d
hams college squad this season.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
ular conclave second Tueswill ba booked at apaca actually
home. Above
Estray Advertisement
Speculators In football tickets were
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
You want the best when starting in the new
Notice Is hereby given to whom It ex. without regard to number of
day in each month at Ma
and warm and comfortable.
"stung" badly at the Carlisle-Harvar- d
all, you want that home to be snug
u.
C.
dem.
In
oorda.
Cash
advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p.
may concern that the following
and Dartmouth-Harvargames.
Perfection
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Hnnnher. S. C: Chas. Tanrme, Re
You are sure of warmth and comfort with a
The Brown squad is working hard scribed estray animal was taken up by
Meet In the forest of brotherly
condition F. G. Blake, Coyote, N. M., Oct 26,
corder.
in order to be in
Smokeless Oil Heater.
love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
for the Carlisle game which will bs 1911.
The Perfection is the best and most reliable heater made.
hall, on 'the second and fourth Fri
NO
CHAPTER
J,
One dark brown horse, 12
LAS VEGAS
played at Providence Thanksgiving
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
It is a sort of portable fireplace.
14
MASONS
ARCH
Regular
ROYAL
hands.
day.
years, 750 lbs.,
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitand
match
strike
light
a
convocation first Monday
The services of 300 student ushers
Branded
It is ready night and day. Just
ing neighbors are especially wa
Maminute.
and 100 or more policemen are re
fa each month at
On right hip
the wick. The Perfection is all aglow in a
come and cordially invited.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
Branded
smell nor smoke
quired to handle the crowd at the sta
a patent
The Perfection Oil Heater does not
H.
dium at the time of the
m. J. A. Ruttedge,
On left hip
carried easily from room to
automatic device prevents that. It can be
OdMc
Number. Main 2.
DENTISTS.
H. Sporleder,
Chas.
game.
to this
house. Handsomely
unknown
the
animal
P;
Said
room
being
in
for
suitable
any
is
and
equally
room
Leo McClung,
States
United
enamel
e
on
or
Hop.
of
claimed
either
owner
turquoise-bluunless
drums
secretary.
Board,
by
finished with nickel trimmings;
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
treasurer, gave a dinner in New York before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10
or plain steel.
Dentist
to the Yale '91 eleven. Old
O.
E.
Ask your dealer to Vkw you a Perfection
NO.
RAN8FORD
recently
CHAPTER
ad
2,'
of
this
days after last appearance
SmokeletiOil Heater, or write (or decrijie
'9Suit
Crockett
of
4,
star
eleven
Building. Has phone
a
was
the
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
composed
i
circular direct to any agency of
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
office and residence.
at
M.
following players: Hinkey, McClung, by this Board for the benefit of tho WANTED First class seamstress.
Mrs.
Masonic
Agnes
Temple.
Smokeless
Continental Oil Company
902 Third street.
tf Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B.
Hartwell, Winter, Wallis, Heffelflnger, owner when found.
l Incorporated )
Barbour, Bliss, Sanford, McCormick
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Miner
ATTORNEYS
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED A girl for dining room.
and Morrison.
va A. Howell.
M.
N.
Secretary. Phone
Albuquerque,
403 Railroad avenue.
tf
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
1911
HUNKER & HUNKER
"I ao nor neueve there Is any other 1st pub. Not. 23, last pub. Dec. 5,
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
EDWARDES. medicine so good for whooping cough
GEORGE
HONOR
TO
emBIRTHDAY.
or
CLASS
HIGHER
better paying
ANDREW CARNEGIE'S
NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
as
Chamberlain's
at Law.
Cough
Advertisement
Remedy,"
AttorneysEstray
ployment than that of representing
Nov. 25. A committee writes Mrs. Francis Turpln, Junction
London,
New York, Nov. 25. Andrew CarKNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
Is hereby given to whom It
Notice
not
a
is
auleading nursery company
composed of eminent actors, Journal- City, Ore. This remedy is also unnegie, capitalist, philanthropist,
evede
every
Monday
the
concern
that
following
may
to be had. If you are ambitious to
thor and philosopher, entered upon his ist and playwrights has completed surpassed for colds and croup. For scribed
ning in Castle Hall.
sale by all druggists.
estray animal was taken up by
better your condition, the opporMASSAGE
eeventy-flftyear today, having been elaborate preparations for the compliN.
Nov
Visiting
Knights are
M.,
Pedro P. Romero, Cuervo,
tunity lies before you In entering
born In Dunfermline, Scotland, No- mentary dinner to be given at the
invited
cordially
1911.
Estray Advertisement
oar employ. Salem Nursery Com 3F
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
vember 25, 1837. He is In good health, Savoy Hotel tomorrow In honor of
Chas.
E. Liebsch- Notice is hereby given to whom It
5 or 6
One
sorrel
mare,
Salem,
thepany,
Oregon.
as
he
In
well
known
years,
Masseuse and Midwife.
as well as he has felt
George Edwardes, the
nler, Cha n c e o r
may concern that the following de years, 400 lbs.. 14 hands.
521
Phone,
declared upon his arrival home re atrical manager and producer. The
purple
Commander.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Harry Residenc
Branded
918 Lincoln.
in dinner is to celebrate the completion
vacation
summer
his
after
cently
Martin, Keeper of
consecu- Lee Brown, Artesla, N. M., Sept. 19
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
bis native Scotland. This month Mr. of Mr. Edwardes' twenty-flft- h
On left hip
Records and Seal.
1911.
SALE
fSiU
FOR
Nice
for
pigs
roasting,
theatrical
management.
to
of
tive
overyear
$25,000,000
turned
Carnegie
One black mare, about 14
for Thanksgiving. J. M. Ackerman.
the Carnegie Corporation o New
Said animal being unknown to this
hands
high.
NO.
LOCAL TIME MKD
BROTHERHOOD,
York, the body Incorporated by the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or FOR SALE Furniture for four, rooms
Branded
102 Meets every Monday night at
over
to
take
10
June
last
Dec.
said
date
before
15, '11,
being
legislature
406
On left hip
complete. Call afternoons.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
EA8T BOUND
PILLS Said animal
Carnegie's work in connection with CHICHESTER
days after last appearance of this ad3t
avenue.
to
National
unknown
this
being
west of Fountain Square, at eight Arrive
BRAND.
A
educational Institutions, libraries and
sold
will
Depart
be
said
estray
vertisement,
l.adlv-aAs your
"7 A
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- No. 2.
iru
t1MIU in lied &ni
9:10 p. m.
9:15 p. m.
Board for the benefit of the FOR SALE 1,000 one and two year
this
hero funds. The former steel master
by
Uold iiirtallicV
10
Dec.
said
before
date
15,
'11,
being
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrtng, presi- No. 4. .11:'06 p m
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. V
11:10 p. m.
owner when found.
old Shropshire rams, all A. No. 1
Tab no oilier. Bur of to nr V
has given away a total of $222,000,000
Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre No. 8. . 1:15 a. m
S days after last appearance of this ad
DrunlaL Ask f or
dent;
SANITARY
1;25 a. m.
BOARD.
CATTLE
C. E.
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, fot 8ft
stock.
Hartley, Springer.
tlf his colossal fortune and declares
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
years known As Best, Safest, Always Reliable
tary; C. Bally, Treasurer.
No. 10. . 1:45 p. m
2:10 p. in.
M.
N.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
lie- is still ready to give.
by this Board for the benefit of the
1911.
Dec.
Nov.
1st
23,
5,
last
pub.
pub.
owner when found.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
WEST BOUND
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
first No. 1
I. O. of B. B. Meets every
1:20 p. m.
1:45 p. m.
Advertisement
Estray
Albuquerque, N. M.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No. 3
m
a.
6:10
6:15 p. m.
to
whom
Is
it
Notice
hereby given
FOR RENT 5 room furnished flat.
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 No. 7
Lump Rmtom OerHllom
4:50 p. m
4:40 p. m.
may concern that th
following dewith modern conveniences.
511
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are No. 9
m
was
animal
6:35
7:00 p. m.
taken
scribed
p.
estray
by
up
Advertisement
Estray
Ninth street
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited
Notice Is hereby given to whom It J. H. Head, White Water. N. M Sept.
Charles Greenclay,
President;
may concern that the following de 20, 1911.
room
RENT
i
FOR
partly
cottage
One bay mare, one year
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. R Parker, 2021 No. 10th St., Ft,
furnished. Rent cheap. Call 417
Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
Arthur Hollenbeck, Folsom, N. M., old, about 350 lbs.
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men many kinds of kidney medicine, but
Eighth street
Branded
July 17, 1911.
Anthracite Coal, all sizes Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood did not get better until he took Foley
On
left
One bay horse, 9 years,
hip
No matter how long
FOR RENT One or two furnished
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David Kidney Pills.
hall.
Said animal being unknown to this
650 lbs.
have had kidney trouble, you will
you
rooms, electric lights and bath. In
Flint, chief of records and collector find quick and permanent benefit by
Pho"M"" at
mrsmiim Qm yifm
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
quire Mrs. Cobb, on Boulevard.
of wampum.
Visiting brother a! the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
10
Dec.
said
date
before
15,
'11,
being
On left shoulder
WMM
taking them now.
welcome
wyas
Said animal being unknown to this days after last appearance of this ad
sold
said
be
will
estray
Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertlsement,
COUGHING AT NIGHT
0. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Means loss of sleep which Is bad for
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of th
1.
1 8 7 H
Meets every Monday evening at everyone. Foley's Honey and Tar
LOST Emblem off watch fob, initials
days after last appearance of this ad- owner when found.
stops the cough at once,
SANITARY
CATTLE
B.
BOARD,
W.
Al
to
Return
Store
That's
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- Compound
vertisement, said estray will be sold
the
relieves
tickling and dryness in
Albuquerque, N. M.
ways Busy and receive $1 reward.
ing brethren cordially Invited to
the throat and heals the inflamed memby this Board for the benefit of the
Dec.
RoNov.
A.
T.
N.
23,
5,1911.
1st pub.
last pub.
Carl Wertz,
brane. Prevents a cold developing inowner when found.
G;
to
bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep alM.
T.
V.
Elwood,
G.;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Secretary
gers,
in the house Refuse substiways
Advertisement
Hedg-cocV.
C.
Estray
W. E. Crttes, treasurer;
Albuquerque, N. M.
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
to
whom
Is
it
Notice
given
hereby
trustee.
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911.
cemetery
Drug Co.
MIL SALESMAN : Do you want to get
may concern that the following de
of
a
out
make
rut,
$3,000
upward?
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Attractive line. Wealthy firm. Sat
Estray Advertisement
O. C. Baker, Corona, N. M., Nov. 12,
E. B. Potter,
may concern that the following de 1911.
isfactory territory.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
The
Chicago.
Temple,
7
One sorrel horse,
years,
OF
Moses Denisha, Estancia, N. M., Oct.
700 lbs., 14 hands.
24, 1911.
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
Branded
t.
Seems heavier when he ha. a weak
One bay yearling mare,
On left shoulder
back and kidney trouble. Fred Dueh- 600 lbs., 12 hands.
Branded
First National Bank Building,
ren, Mail Carrier at Atchison, Kas.,
Branded
TSS On left hip
says: "I have been bothered with kidSixth Street
On left shoulder
fSBI
and bladder, trouble and had a
Said animal being unknown to this ney
severe pan across my back. When
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or ever 1 carried a heavy load of mall,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Dec. 15, '11, said date
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
being 10 my kidney trouble increased. Some
before Dec. 15, '11 said date being 10
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
after last appearance of this ad time ago, I started taking Foley Kid
days
PHONE MAIN 227
days after last appearance of this ad- vertlsement, said estray will be sold ney Pills and since taking them I have
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
kidney
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit yt the gotten entirelyamridasof all my now
as
trouble and
sound
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
ever." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
A General Banking Business transacted.
owner when found.
Drug Co.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
Albuquerque, N. M.
to recommend Cham
"I am
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911 berlaln's pleased
Cough Remedy as the best
1st pub. Nov. 2"3, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911.
thng I know of and safest remedy for
coughs, coldB and bronchial trouble,"
Estray Advertisement
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
it
to
whom
Is
Notice
hereby
given
Estray Advertisement
Colo. "We have used It repeatedly
dei
Notice Is hereby given to whom It may concern that the following
and It has never failed to give relief,"
may concern that the following de scribed estray animal was taken up by For sale by all druggists.
scribed estray animal was taken up by J. H. rianey, Greenville, N. M., Nov.
A HOUSEHOLD
MEDICINE
In neat Christmas Boxes, all shapes 12's, 25's or 50's.
Emltt Isaacks, Las CruceF, N. M 17, 1911.
That stops coughs quickly and cures
One
about
brown
mare,
1911.
Nov. 6,
colds is Foley's Honey and Tar ComWill make the smoker happy. He likes them better than any other
One red white face steer 750 lbs.
pound. Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jefferson St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I
Branded
5 years, 750 lbs.
T
can recommend Foley's Honey and
On right hip
Branded
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
Tar Compound as a sure cure for
Branded
EH
On left ribs
coughs and colds. It cured my daugh-e- r
of
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
those
B
On right shoulder
of a bad cold and my neighbor,
C
Branded
cured
herself
and
Mrs.
her
to
animal
Benson,
Said
unknown
this
"
being
rin lafr hln
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somewhole family with Foley's Honey and
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
in our
Tar
Conrpound.
Everyone
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10 neighborhood speaks highly of It."
Ear mark
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
days after last appearance of this ad- O. G. Schafer and Red Cross Drug
Said animal being unknown to this
Co.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
this Board for the benefit of the
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
by
(and
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10 owner when found.
There Is little danger from a cold
of
used
the
an
or
from
attack
except
admachinery and furniture, article of usefulness of any
grip
of
this
days after last appearance
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
when followed by pneumonia, and this
and
musical instruments.
sort,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
never happens when Chamberlain's
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the 1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911. Cough Remedy Is used. This remedy
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
has won Its great reputation and exowner whn found.
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
cures
remarkable
sale
its
tensive
possible
by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
of colds and grip and can be relied
markets!
best
M.
man
coal
who
N.
isn't
It
For Sale By All Cigar Dealers
gives
every
Albuquerque,
For
upon wth Implicit confidence.
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 6, 1911. us the right of weigh.
sale by all dti.gtrlsts.
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Everybody Should

Best Advertising
Northern
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Subscribe
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For

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
Do You

Want

ALL THE TELEGRAPHIC NEWS?
Want
ALL LOCAL ITEMS OR
Do You

The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and

Then Call Up flan

nrvAir

Rev.

PULPIT
:

A N

i

:

Choir Loft
OF THE IMMACULATE
RabeyroUe.
CONCEPTION Adrian
CHURCH

pastor.

First maaa at

7

a. m.; second mass

10 a. m. Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish a:
1:30 p. m. Roaary and benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p

at

m.

Cathechiam for English speaking
children on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and on
Saturday 10 a. in.; for Spanish speak
tng children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
on Saturday at 9 a. in.

CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN
corner
Services in the tabernacle,
Eighth and Main streets. The Tabernacle. W. R. Quiggin, pastor.
Services of the First Christian
church at the Tabernacle, Eighth and
Main: 10 a. m., Bible school day, special music and communion; 6:30 p.
m. Christian Endeavor; 7:30 p. m.,
preaching service, subject "The Gos
pel as prepared by the Evangelist
Phillip in the City of Samaria."

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORFIR8T PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilbert on, pastor. Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglai
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun venue and Tenth street.
day excepted. Second mass 8:30,
and sermon at 1

sermon
by

in English, hymns rendered

the children under the direction

Morning worship
o'clock.
Bible Study and Sunday
school session at 9:45 a. tn. Young
People's Society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most heart;
to all people. Strangers
invitation
and sojourners to the city especially

of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital welcomed.
for the Insane masB every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY,
Regular services every Sunday mornFIRST METHODI8T EPISCOPAL ing at 11 o'clock and
Wednesday even
CHURCH
Cor. Eighth street and Na ing at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall
tional avenue, Hi. C. Anderson, pastor Pioneer building. All are welcome.
Sunday echo1 at 9:45. Preaching at
11 o'clock. Epworth League at 6:30;
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
evening preaching service at 7:30
avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
A cordial invitation is extended to
all who hare no other place of wor rabbi.
Services and sermon every Friday
ship to attend divine services at tots
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chll
church.
dren and Sabbath school every Satur
BAPTI8T CHURCH. Corner Main day morning at 10 o'clock.
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. O. P.
Miles, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. SHILOH BAPTI8T CHURCH Cor
at. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A. ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
M. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p. Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
m. The public is Invited.
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH B. Y. P. IT., 8 p. m. All are welcome
National avenue and Eighth street. to attend these services.

j

The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and

AND HAVE YOUR NAME RUT ON THE

New Mexico

J. S. Moore, pastor.
Sunday next before Advent November, 26, 1911. Holy communion 7:30;
Sunday school 9:45; morning prayer
and sermon 11:00. All services will
be taken by the Rev. W. E. Warren,
rector of St. John's church, Albuquerque.
This church is open daily tor private
prayer and meditation.

INTEREST?

PENITENTIARY

IS

CROWDED TO

LIMIT
FIRST

LEGISLATURE

WILL

BE

OBLIGED TO SOLVE PROBLEM
OF HOUSING CONVICTS

Santa Pe, N. M., Nov. 24. The
problem of what to do with the convicts is one of the problems up to
At presthe first state legislature.
ent there are 360 in the penitentiary.
These men should be employed on
permanent road work as far as possible.
Special Anniversary Programs
For the third consecutive year, the
territorial department of education is
sending out a well arranged and neatspecial
ly printed book containing
programs for public school anniversaries and holidays, including songs
and memory gems.
It is a useful
book and much praise is due the compiler for his painstaking work.
Escaped Convict Recaptured
Captain Fred Fornoff of the territorial mounted police, who returned
last evening from Tucumcari Aid
today received a report that
Juan Salcido, a convict, who had escaped from the road gang at Chamn,
Rio Arriba county, is in jail at Carlsbad, with a bullet hole in both hips.
He was recaptured near the Texas
line.
Desperado Recaptured
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk has
Tom Foley who broke out
of jail at Tierra Amarilla, and Foley
will be brought to the penitentiary in
this city for safekeeping. Foley is a
half breed, and when captured five
miles south of El Rito, Rio Arriba
county, still had one of the shackles
on one wrist, while the other one ho
had taken off with the aid of an ax.
He had just sold a horse and saddle
for $25, the saddle alone being worth
double th? amqount. It was at Gal

lup make and had orange stirrups. It
is believed that Foley is wanted in
Arkansas. The jailer who was on
duty when Foley escaped, has been
dismissed.
Trouble With Election Returns
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
Is receiving telegrams daily in regard
to faulty election returns. One election board wires that it forgot to sign
the official returns and asks for the
return of thepolI books. Another
election board in Otero county wires
that it not only forgot to sign the returns but also enclosed them in the
sealed ballot box and sent the ballot
box to the county seat. The board
asks for the return of the ballot box
and permission to open it Of course,
this cannot be granted and the ballot
box has been ordered to be sent to
Santa Fe. However, all this will
mean delay arid confusion in the final
canvass of the votes.
Special Indian Surveys
A series of special surveys of the
Indian reservation all over the country are being made now, and will be
reported upon by the Indian bureau on
December 1, furnishing data for the
location of water power plants and
reservoirs in times to come. The Idea
is that the sites may be reserved
from entry should any reservations
be opened to settlement later on. The
data is to be in by December 1 in order that the secretary may present it
to congress, it is believed. The work
for this section is completed and the
report is being made by H. F. Robinson, superintendent of the irrigation
department of local Indian affairs,

f

WITH THE BOXERS

Ray Bronson and Tommy Howell
will clasb once more, the bout to
take place In Indianapolis.
Harry Lewis has returned to France
where he hopes to make another
"cleaning" among the French boxers.
Win or lose in his bout with Bombardier Wella, Fred 'Storbeck will
meet Frank Moran, of Pittsburg, in
London, December 27.

V

New Mexico

Odd Scotch Custom.
On the Scotch borderland it is the
custom for a bride and groom to glv
the young men and boys of the com-

iess

munity a football to kick around.

Weight of the Blood.
There are 28 pounds of blood in the
person,
body of an average grown-uand at each pulsation the heart movet

ten

Balloons

It's

Full.

Hydrolith, a hydrate of carbon,

FLOUR

every Baking Problem.

pounds.
To Keep

GERMAN-MILLE- D

the answer, to

-

p

f9

Finer,-Whit- er

Uniform.
ard MoreLARA
B EE S

ii

being used for the resupplying of bal
loons with hydrogen.

Made by

Famous

Daily Thought.
Our lives are truly at an end whei
we are loved no longer. Landor.

A

GERMAN

PROCESS.

ROGERS SILVERWARE
IN EVERY SACK.J

COUPON

It's awfully deceitful for a young
widow not to want to remarry.

Gross, Kelly

3L

Co.

Distributors

LIVED ON

Ask Your Grocer for It

RAW EGGS
Mr. Richard's Experience With DifPeaches and
ferent Diets.

Buttermilk for Three Years.
George Richards,
Cecilton, Md.-of this place, during the past 12 years,
has probably tried more different diets
than the average person would ever use
in a lifetime.
What he has to say about his experiments, must therefore be highly
to anvone suffering from indigestion
i,or ustomach troubles of any kind.13
cove. "Pnf tnn than
MK
I suffered with stomach troubles, and
paid hundreds of dollars for doctor bills
and medicines. I was also operated on
for piles.
I lived on dried peaches and buttermilk
for nearly three years. The only thing
that would not give me pain was raw eggs.
I could not
I was a physical wreck.
sleep, and was as near crazy as a man
could well be.
I must say that after taking two
packages of Thedford's
it did me more good than all 1 ever spent
for other medicines.
1 have been
working daily on the farm
ever since, and 1 am as hard as iron."
This purely vegetable remedy has been
In successful use for more than 70 years.
Try it. But be sure that it's "Thedford's."
Mr.

25-ce- nt

Black-Draug-

ht,

RETAIL PRICES
WOO

lb,

or Mora, Each Delivery

lb.
lb,
lb.

1,000 lb, to 2,000
Each Delivery
200 lb
to 1,008
Each D. II vary
80 lb
to 208
Each Delivery
La. Than 60 lb., Each Dailvar

par 10t U.
per 100 lb.
lOo par 100 lb
40e par 100 lb
Mo par 100 lb
20o
26

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

WHOLESALERS OF

CLOTHING. DRY GOODS. NOTIONS
SHOES, HATS ivnd CAPS
LAS VEOAS, N. M.

EIGHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

For the Coming Event

Thanksgiving Day
we will have

an abundance of

Don't forget
night at the
RED BLOOD
hen

Good Things to E.txt
at

The Store That's Always Busy
That you may particularly desire for the n&king up of
what a great many of our customers claim is

The Biggest Dinner of the Year

Think
the coming week for

and made up your order
may want for the above occasion.

things you

IKE DAVIS

Ladies of Las Vegas
The Ladies Guild of the Episcopal Church wish (o

announce (heir regular yearly

Sale and Prize Bread and Cake
Baking Contest
to be held

December 5, 1911
at the Goors Building
This contest is open to all the ladies of the city and
will be governed by the following conditions: The entries
must all be made from Onr Pride Flour, sold at the Las

56 pound cfc.and
the Guild.
judged by a committee of three, selected by
The prizes are $5.00 in gold first prize, and 50
for the best cake,
pounds Our Pride Flour, second priie
50
pounds Our Pride Flour,
and $5.00 gold, first, and
m
second, for best loaf of bread.

VeL.lieLyt-SrJ-

p

Our Pride Flour

J!

In addition to the regular program
at IMP theater tonight, there will be

or tne brides ratner, francisco
on the West side.

McClanahan received woid
last night from Mrs. McClanahan in
Toledo, III., of the death of her
mother, Mrs. J. W. Miller. Mrs. McClanahan went to the bedside of her
mother over a weeK ago. Mrs. Miller

-

t.

NEW

Money Saved
For You
Your washwoman costs you

this

is $1.75
work

Here
prices:

Roller Mills
1.11

AND

50C

Per doz.

Elmer Fowler, mechanic for the
Whalen garage, left Albuquerque this
morning in a new Overland touring
car which he will deliver to his employer, . Mr. Whalen, tomorrow after
noon.
Mr. Fowler expectea to arrive in Santa Fe this evening and will
make the trip to Las Vegas tomorrow. Mr. Whalen is the Las Vegas
agent for the Overland car and this
model, a
power fore-doo- r
will
be
used
by him for
touring car,
demonstrating purposes. The state
agency is at Albuquerque and this
car is from the latest shipment.
DO YOU
$750 will buy

49c

49c

49c

49c

49c

49c

At

GREENBERGER'S

Shirts worth 75c, $1.00, $1.25 and
$1.50 all go at

49c

MR.. MERCHANT
let us install an Electric Sign in front of
your place of business

WANT TO BUY?

Present
rental $10 per month. Terms: $175
cash, balance monthly at 7 per cent.
A bargjain? well, rather.
THE L & A. CORPORATION
George A. Fleming, Mgr.
house, containing six rooms.

MM

years are subject to a school poll tax
The tax for 1911 is past
of $1.00.
due now, and must be paid before
Jannuary 1, 1912. I can be found at
9 to
my office in the morning from

A Thanksgiving

Dining Gar Dinner

12.

CHAS. TAMME,

Seoretary Board of Education

For 100 or more guests
is prepared in the kitchen here shown. .

Figures of Speech.
That the "pen is mightier than the
sword" is amply proven in the re
cent purchases of an old book for
$50,000 and the saber of Napoleon
for $65. Salt Lake Herald.

:

You can save yourself one-haof the work on your
Thanksgiving Dinner if you
have a Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet

lf

Timely Tommy.
Teacher Now, little Tommy, give
us an example of the double negative
Little Tommy I don't know non- e-

Let us show you,

better for less

are some

$1,

Sheets,

money.

our low

of
4c;

the

Job

over with such thorough enjoyment
as a girl lolling in a hammock and
reading a cheap novel.

We do

a week.

Girl's Superiority.

NOTICE

TO

TAX

Will meet you half way, if you
inforce your energies at

re-

FAYWOQD
HOT SPRINGS
you remain cured,
we know, and you will if you try it.
Conceded the greatest kidney
water on earth.

It cures, and

Why not visit Faywood Hot
Springs first, since you will eventu
ally go there anyway?
Larea modern hotel. Perfect
Climate. Booklet

T. C. McDrmott. "The F.y
wood.' Fa.y wood, N. M.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

J.

and all kinds of Grain,
flay and Alfalfa

We Want to Call Your Attention

Regensberg Bros.

Stearns
EAT

1, 1912.

1

.HIST RECEIVED 1

Immediately after taxes become
delinquent, penalties will be imposed
and publication as delinquent made
and consequent sale, as required by
Dated at Las Vegas, N.
ber 14, lflll.

Treasurer and Collector, San Migael

Camembert Cheese

00c

County, N. M.
Nov. 15 to 30 inc.

t

Vezet Cheese

.

81

617 Douglas

.Beech-Nu-

t

Boned

50c
25c
In

Herring,

20c

....

seagain to the beautiful decorative effects that may be
cured by the use of SMIL AX. The price is so low that
you can afford to use plenty of it.

25c for a five foot
507 Sizti Street

quality is

string

THANKSGIVING

EAllLY,

pecially your TURKBf.
DO IT NOW.

BOUCHER

better than ever.

PERRY ONION & SON

Order your good things for

Pkoae Utia 462

(The Coffee Man.)

es-

The turkey will taste
tetter trie plum pudding
will have a finer flavor
tne finishing touch will he
put upon the meal if you
eerve

Chase SfSanWns

ROMERO,

40c

Kippered Herring

Phone Main

M., Novem-

Pickled Eels

Bismark Herring, in glass. 40c

And the
The btsttiag mustache of a youth
frequently gets twisted.

Thanksgiving Day

e

glass

Phone Main 112

PAYER8

law.

CORN
BRAN
CHOP

PURE THINQ8 TO

Local Agents

The first half of your taxes of A.
D. 1911, will become delinquent on
When We Have Parcela Post.
"Under separate cover, dearest pet, December 1st, 1911, and if not paid
I send you ten million kisses. Ever before January 1st, 1912, a penalty
thine, Orlando." Puck.
of five per cent will be Imposed.
The second half of taxes of A. D.
1911, will become delinquent on June
Canaries Are Long-tlveCanaries have been known to live 1st, 1912 and If not paid before July
twenty-onyears.
1st, 1912, a penalty of five per cent
will be imposed on all taxes of that
year that may be delinquent on July

pillow

cases, 2c; towels, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call us up, or ask
the driver.

J. C. Johnsen & Son

THE HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET
Like a Compact Dining Car
Kitchen Savci Foot-Ste- p

EUGENIO

H.

pays

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWEK CO.

SCHOOL POLL TAX MUST BE PAID
All healthy male persons over 21

A new shipment of

PROSPERITY

We furnish the sign
on a flat rate. Ask
those who have them;
they will tell you it

i

a corner 50 x 150 feet,
with one and a half story frame

A

blueing, coal costs 75c more,

the

30, 35, 40

The entertainment committee of the
Commercial club of Las Vegas this
annual
the
morning announced
Thanksgiving dance of the organiza
tion for Wednesday night, November
2. This is the first club dance sine
the governor's ball at the time of tho
encampment in July and should be
attended by a large number of Las
Vegas clubmen and their families.

No man loafer seems to put

her dinner, your soap, starch,

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Saturday and Monday

New York Globe.

.

ORANGES

aca,

"A Second Honeymoon," a Vltagraph comedy, A double equipment
of laughs. They get married and
quarrel, make up and get married
again. You can't help being pleased
with this really laughable comedy.
Photoplay tonight only.

White Kitchen Sunday dinner home
is survived by nine children and her
husband,
Judge IrfiHer.
tomatoes and celery.
Lemon ice
cream and angel food. Meals 25. The
Then Ven. Archdeacon Wm. E.
place that's clean.
Warren, rector of St. Paul's church,
An Important meeting of the people Albuquerque, will officiate at all serof Temple Monteflore will be held to: vices at St. Paul's church tomorrow.
morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock In the Everybody Is cordially invited. The
at 11 o'clock will be, Proces
temple. All members of the congre- hymns
253 "'Fling out the Banner";
sional
gation are urged to he present.
249, "O Slop Haste" Recessional 254,
In order to keep pace with the de "From Greenland's Icy Mountains."
mand for coal the Dawson
mines
The business in marriage licenses
have added greatly to their force of
at
the court house is picking up,
miners. Experienced men are being
been issued yesterday
throe
recruited from all over northern New
The couples to receive
and
Mexioc. Yesterday 25 men from Las
"union labels" yesterday were Juo- Vegas left for Dawson to work in the nW Lucero,
aged 16, and Saturnino
mines.
Vigil, aged 17, both of Las Vegas; and
Lwcia Roibal, aged 28, and Mariana
Dr. W. H, Houf wishes to announce
aged 24, both of Las Gallinas.
yigii,
that he has opened an office at 506
fThe marriage license issued
this
avenue
Grand
for the practice of
was for Dolores Gutierrez,
morning
medicine in all of its branches. Es
aged 18, and Severe B. Aragon, aged
pecial attention is riven to Mia avc 25, both of Las
Vegas.
ear, nose and throat and the fltttng
of glasses. Office phone Main
46,
Stricken suddenly with an attack
residence, Vegas 342. Office jfeours of paralysis Mrs,
fipmula) Garcia, an
9 to 12 m.. 2 to 4 d. m. and toy anprostrate yesterday
aged womTra-CSe- n
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Don't forget the regular dance
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
night at the Armory.

LOCAL NEWS
Always got
barber chap.

SATURDAY,

RUSSIA MAKES DEMAND.
Paris, Nov. 25. Russia today

CofTee
ITS THE

FINEST GROWN"

in-

formed France and the other powers
that she insists on the neutrality of
the Dardanelles as provided in the
treaty of London in 1871. This notification follows the report that Italy,
in furthering the war against Turkey,
intended to blockade the' Dardanelles.
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RESERVE FUND DECREASES.
New York, Nov. 25. The statemeut
of clearing house banks for the week
shows that the banks hold $9,375,950
reserve in excess of legal require
ments. This is a decrease of $3,705,4
250 in "the proportionate cash reserve
as compared with last week.
The Ontlc prints all the news
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Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and
may do laaen wun penect saieiy w
the most delicate woman or the
youngest child. The old and feeble
will also find them a most suitable
remedy for aiding and strengthening
their weakened digestion and for regulating the bowels. For sale by all
druggists.
. Politics
begins at the exact spot
where principles leave off.

